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Historical Note and Recent Progress 
The historical development of zinc selenide (ZnSe) started with an attempt to 
understand the effects of impurities as well as to identify their related energy states from 
optical and electrical studies by use of photoluminescence (PL) and photoconductivity 
techniques in the late 1940s and 1950s. 1'2 At the time, most II-VI semiconducting 
compounds were recognized as phosphors, but ZnSe was of interest because of its 
luminescence characteristics in the blue region of the spectrum when excited with 
ultraviolet (UV) light. However, the lack of success in growing large single crystals of 
high quality-a consequence of charge compensation and other types of effect to be 
discussed below-made the interpretation of experimental results difficult, and impeded 
the progress of reliably characterizing defect states in this material which in tum made the 
production of p-n junctions hard to achieve. Several years later (i.e., the 1960s), large 
semi-insulating single crystals with p < 108 n cm became available by Marple et al. 3 but 
identification of defect states still remained a problem despite advances made in crystal 
purification by A ven et al. 4 such as the zinc vapor anneal method. As a result, industrial 
attempts to grow such crystals decreased drastically in the late 1960s. Although interest in 
ZnSe had slumped during this time, work on the optical properties of doped CdS and 
CdSe was already underway by Henry and Nassau. 5 Based on their analysis of the PL 
spectra, Merz et al. 6'7 were able to study the bound exciton and donor-acceptor pair 
spectra by appropriately doping ZnSe with the same type of donors and acceptors 
I 
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By this time, identification of many shallow impurities were well established in ZnSe but 
· progress in attaining material purity continued at a slow pace. A resurgence in material 
characterization emerged with the advent of epitaxial growth techniques originally 
developed for III-V semiconducting devices in the 1970s. In the II-VI arena for example, 
Yao et al. 8 successfully used molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) to grow ZnSe epilayers for 
the first time in the late 1970s. This non thermal-equilibrium technique which employed 
low growth temperatures suppressed contamination due to excessive residual impurities 
from the crystal growth environment, and almost · entirely eliminated native defects 
(vacancies, interstitials or antisites) which had been a common problem encountered in 
crystals grown under thermal equilibrium conditions. With refinements in epitaxial 
techniques in recent years, continued incorporation of various impurities in novel and 
traditional materials to achieve low-resistivity amphoteric doping (p-n junctions) have 
been the focus of much work from the 1980s into the 1990s. 
Lately however, ZnSe has been extensively studied because of its important 
technological applications such as blue-light-emitting diodes and laser diodes.9 
Unfortunately, the realization of producing efficient devices has been plagued by the 
unavailability of high conductivity bulk material of either n- or p-type form. For example, 
in the strongly polar semiconductors, it is difficult or if not impossible to make ZnSe p-
type with low resistivities at room temperature. Until recently, this widely known difficulty 
in obtaining bipolar conductivity was thought to be due to self-compensation; an effect in 
which intrinsic (native) defects tend to reduce the electrical activity of the impurity dopant. 
However, Laks et al. 10 showed that native defect concentrations in p-type ZnSe and n-
type ZnTe were not high enough to account for compensation although they state that 
experimental evidence is scarce to either support or contradict the role of native defects in 
these materials. It has also been shown that charge compensation can take place by 
amphoteric impurities. Neumark11 considered a system of a single amphoteric impurity 
such as Li in ZnSe, and concluded that acceptor species (Li on a Zn site, Li2n) are 
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compensated by the donor species (interstitial Li, Li;) when the concentrations of Lizn and 
Li; are dominant over the total number of both electrons and holes. In addition to these 
mechanisms, other factors such as low solubility of uncompensated impurities intentionally 
introduced and high activation energies due to deep donor or acceptor centers are known 
to decrease the electrical conductivity as well. 12' 13 To date, attempts to completely 
overcome these problems by various bulk crystal growth techniques and post-growth 
treatment schemes have been fruitless. 
In addition to compensation which is still an inherent problem-contrary to what 
some people believe-in ZnSe-based epitaxial devices, formation of proper ohmic 
contacts poses another difficulty. Specifically, heating effects at the contacts is a major 
cause for device failure because of the relatively high contact resistance. In fact, in the first 
development of the blue-green laser diode from a ZnSe-based single-quantum well 
structure, Haase et al. 14 successfully accomplished lasing under current injection at 77 K, 
but heating at the contact prevented the device from lasing efficiently. Since then, efforts 
have been concentrated on quantum well systems based on (Zn,Cd)Se/ZnSe p-n and p-i-n 
heterostructures. 15-17 From these reports, device operation is achieved for three to four 
hours for low-temperature pulsed, blue-green lasers. However, pulsed lasers at room 
temperature and continuous-wave lasers at low temperatures last only a few minutes. 
Another possibility that is showing interest again is lasing by injection luminescence in 
metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) heterostructures made from ZnSe. 18 The goal has 
been to develop a room-temperature continuous-wave laser with a practical lifetime. From 
a basic physics. viewpoint, such device structures are now preferred since the lasing 
mechanism is due to exciton recombination with binding energies ( discussed in the next 
section) reaching up to - 40 meV; which is twice as high as that typically encountered in 
bulk crystals. To this end, efforts have concentrated on making devices primarily from 
quantum well structures. Once contact problems are resolved, the blue diode laser will 
move from "potential candidate" status to "actual feasibility" for practical applications. 
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This in tum means that vast improvements in a host of areas of technology such as 
xerography, optical readout density and large LED display panels will be a step closer to 
reality. 
The commercial viability of light-emitting diode structures will depend on the type 
of substrate used for deposition of ZnSe epilayers. Presently, the most commonly used 
substrate is GaAs because of its small lattice mismatch (0.28%) and its relatively 
inexpensive cost. Despite the small lattice mismatch, dislocation defects are introduced at 
the interface due to biaxial strain, which are enough to cause detrimental effects in the 
optical properties of diode structures. Also, the different thermal expansion coefficients of 
the two materials and the formation of Ga:zS~ at the interface result in devices of low 
efficiency and short lifetime. 19 To overcome these problems it is necessary to make 
devices using homoepitaxial growth on a ZnSe Substrate. In the past, efforts to make 
ZnSe/ZnSe homoepitaxial devices have been hampered by the lack of large area, high 
crystalline quality, single crystal wafers of ZnSe. Recently, however, such wafers suitable 
for use as substrates have been grown using the Seeded Physical Vapor Transport (SPVT) 
method developed at Eagle-Picher laboratories. 20 Here emphasis has been placed on n-
type wafers because these can be grown more readily than p-type, and n-type conductivity 
can be promoted with less difficulty than p-type conductivity. In this way, a p-n junction 
can be developed consisting of epitaxial p- and n-type layers on an n-type substrate. 
Background Information 
As is the case with most II-VI semiconductors, the PL spectrum of ZnSe at low 
temperatures is characteristic of exciton, edge and deep level luminescence. In the purest 
materials, the PL spectrum is dominated by peaks arising from exciton recombination. 
Briefly, an exciton is an electron hole pair bound together by the Coulomb interaction and 
exhibits a binding energy and a Bohr radius, as given from the effective mass 
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approximation (The analysis in this thesis is almost entirely based on this approximation 
which is analogous to the problem of solving for the bound state energies of an electron in 
the hydrogen atom except that the free electron mass is replaced by the effective mass and 
the free electron charge is modified by screening due to the dielectric constant of the 








where µ is the exciton reduced mass, liK is the momentum of the center of mass, M=m! 
+mt e is the static dielectric constant and n is the exciton orbital quantum number. Table 
I shows some material properties including the values of µ and e for ZnSe. The kinetic 
energy term in Eq. (1) is usually neglected because when the crystal is in the ground state 
(n=l), K = 0. However, an exciton with K = nrm/c (~ is the index of refraction) can be 
created directly if the incident photon has energy n{J) (= Eg). 22 In bulk ZnSe, the term 
1i2K2/2M ~ 10-4 eV can be neglected compared to the binding energy of the free exciton. 
As a result, the optical transitions giving rise to free excitons are sharp. For bound 
excitons, the line shape is even sharper due to reduction of the kinetic energy of free 
excitons when bound to the impurity centers. In the case of excitons created by free 
electrons and holes with the former excited deep into the conduction band, the optical 
transitions are also sharp because the kinetic energy of the exciton is negligible, as 
specified by the momentum and energy conservation relations of the electron-hole pairs. 
The exciton emission region in bulk material is comprised of free and bound exciton 
transitions ranging from 2.8040 to 2.7825 eV. The notation that is usually associated with 
the main emission peaks are: FE, a free exciton; I2, an exciton bound to a neutral donor; Ix 
TABLE I 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF BULK ZNSE 
Property 
Crystal Structure 
Band Gap (direct) 
Band Gap Temp. Coeff. 
Lattice Constant 
Dielectric Constant 
High Freq. Dielectric Cons. 
Electron Effective Mass 





Donor Binding Energy 
Acceptor Binding Energy 
LO Phonon Energy 
TO Phonon Energy 
Elastic Compliance Const. 
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2.26 X 10 /Kbar 
-4 e 
-8.5 x 10 /Kbar 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Property Symbol Value 
,, ,, ,, 
S44 
-3 e 
2.27 X 10 /Kbar 
Electron Mobility 
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(mistakenly confused with 13, an exciton bound to an ionized donor because of the same 
energy position as 1,J, an exciton bound to a neutral donor; 11, an exciton bound to a 
neutral acceptor; and ~P ( or fi), an exciton bound to a deep acceptor. It should be 
pointed out that the identification of I3-first originated from the work of Merz et 
al. 6'7-is still a subject of some controversy. Complications in the assignment of I3 arise 
from the presence of Ix ( occurring near the position of I3) · encountered in samples treated 
by Zn vapor annealing, as first noted by "Dean and Merz. 27 They did not know the identity 
of the defect responsible for Ix, and is still a topic of much confusion to this day. However, 
they did know that the emission behaves neither like 11 nor like 12 in a magnetic field. Since 
then, mechanisms for Ix have been proposed, including an exciton bound to an ionized 
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donor. Another controversial PL line is the previously assigned ILO phonon replica of the 
free exciton. 21•29 Earlier, it had been suggested that this line is due to the acoustic phonon 
replica of 11 (Ref 6), but such a notion was dismissed later because of the presence of this 
peak in the electroabsorption spectrum.21 PL studies on the so-called ILO phonon replica 
of the free exciton show that this line is due to defect luminescence not associated with 
excitonic transitions. 30 Part of the objective of this thesis is to determine the origin of these 
lines. 
At high impurity concentrations, the edge emission region composed of free-to-
bound (e-A0 ) and donor-to-acceptor pair (DAP) transitions dominate the PL spectrum and 
range from 2.71 to 2.68 eV. Typically, a series ofDAP emission peaks each with a unique 
designation according to the position of the peak energy is observed in ZnSe, and range 
from the P-series (2.677 eV) to the R-series (2.715 eV). Each series is attributed to 
specific donor and acceptor impurities. When the concentration of defects such as the SA 
center, for example, or deep level impurities such as the transition or noble metal ions is 
high, the PL spectra display strong deep level luminescence. This is commonly seen in the 
2.3-1.95 eV region of the spectrum. 
Phonon-assisted transitions are also observed in the exciton and edge emission 
regions at low temperatures. Due to the nature of polar semiconductors, longitudinal 
optical (LO) phonons couple strongly to the excitons since the exciton Bohr radius(~ -
50 A) is large compared to the lattice spacing which makes the excitons highly polarizable. 
DAP and e-A0 are also highly polarizable, so they couple strongly to the lattice as well. 
The PL spectrum show a series of peaks (phonon replicas) separated by the LO phonon 
energy (Table I) each decreasing in intensity after the zero-phonon line for transitions 
involving phonon cooperation. Transverse optical (TO) phonon replicas are rarely 
observed in ZnSe since their effect in the lattice is weak. 29 Acoustical phonons mainly play 
a role in broadening the zero-phonon line rather than produce a distinct, observable 
. . 1· b f h . all . 31'25 emission me ecause o t etr sm energies. 
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Application of various optoelectronic devices for commercial use is still limited 
because control of the electrical and optical properties of bulk ZnSe are not well 
established. As stated in the previous section, this is mainly a result of charge 
compensation effects due to native defects which are undesirable entities in the crystal. 
The dominant native defects in stoichiometric p-type material are claimed to be znt:, V In 
and Sei: whereas in stoichiometric, n-type material these are v; and Zns"e· 10 In the case of 
Zn- and Se-rich p-type materials, the major defects are Zn; and Se2n, respectively for 
which both are donors doubly charged. The dominant defects in n-type ZnSe are Znse and 
V zn for Zn- and Se-rich materials, respectively. These defects act like acceptors. Another 
type of defect ( complex) commonly observed is the "self-activated" (SA) center which is a 
donor-V Zn pair. 33 This center is typical of ZnSe and ZnS materials and forms a complex in 
the presence of chlorine, bromine, iodine, aluminum or gallium donors. Problems 
associated with the stability of impurity dopants in the host crystal also make it difficult to 
manipulate the electrical and optical properties. An example of this is the technologically 
important case of Lizn, with its incorporation in the lattice giving rise to an acceptor in 
ZnSe. Since Li is a very small atom, its diffusion rate is quite fast and takes place through 
interstitial sites as suggested by Neumark and Herko. 34 Haase et al. 35 tested this by 
sandwiching a thin Li-doped layer between two undoped layers and found that Li diffused 
into a uniform distribution throughout the undoped layer as shown by their SIMS profile 
studies. Alternatively, incorporation of other shallow acceptor impurities (e.g., nitrogen) 
as stable dopants are currently being investigated by using radical doping techniques. 36 
Crystal Structure 
ZnSe consists of a face-centered cubic arrangement of Se atoms which is 
characteristic of the zincblende structure. Although ZnSe prefers to stay in the more 
stable form of the cubic structure, it can nevertheless form in the hexagonal (wurtzite) 
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structure. The hexagonal structure tends to form in semiconductors of high polarity but 
this is precluded in ZnSe. In zincblende, two face.centered cubic structures may be 
visualized as being separated from each other by one.fourth of the body diagonal, 37 as 
shown in Figure I. There are four atoms per primitive cell. Using the indices [ uvw] to 
represent the direction of a vector in the crystal, the vector displacements of the Se atoms 
are [OOO]a, [Oll]a/2, [IOI]a/2, and [llO]a/2 and those of the Zn atoms are [ll l]a/4, 
[133]a/4, [313]a/4, and [33 l]a/4. Thus the Se atoms represented by their vector 
displacements form the comers of a regular tetrahedron with a Zn atom at its center. The 
interatomic distance for ZnSe in the zincblende structure is 2.456 A. 
The crystal structure may take on a slightly distorted form when impurities are 
introduced in the lattice such as the alkali metals (Li, Na and K) or the transition metals 
(Cu, Ag, Fe, for example). Calculations have shown that ZnSe has a charge distribution 
that is mainly ionic; thus it is a polar semiconductor. The ionic radii of Zn2+ and Se2• is 
greater than the interatomic distance, so both radii will be scaled to the ratio of the 
interatomic distance to the sum, i.e., 2.456 A/(0.7994 A +1.98 A). The scaled ionic radius 
of Li is 0.57 A and that of Zn is 0.67 A. By comparing ionic radii, Li can easily substitute 
for Zn, thus introducing acceptor species in the lattice since Li has a lower chemical 
valency than Zn. Because of the small size of Li, it can also incorporate itself interstitially 
since the triangular space formed between the cation and the two nearest anions has a 
radius of approximately 0.70 A. Al on the other hand, has a scaled ionic radius of 0.49 A 
and easily substitutes for Zn (AlzJ which acts like a donor. Despite its small size, 
however, Al does hot tend to fit in the lattice interstitially because of its relatively high 
electronegativity to attract electrons for bond formation. 
The structure may also be altered slightly in the presence of Zn or Se vacancies. 33 A 
Zn vacancy acts like an acceptor center. This defect can trap a hole into the orbitals of the 
four surrounding Se neighbors. The degeneracy associated with the Se p orbitals gives 





Figure 1. A unit cube of the zincblende structure in ZnSe 
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atoms. The Se vacancy on the other hand, acts like a donor center. Here the trapped 
electron is distributed equally over the s orbital of the four Zn neighbors. 
Band Structure 
Figure 2( a) shows the band structure of ZnSe along with the important symmetry 
points. In the figure, the L, rand X points are along the 7t/a(ll l), (000) and 21t/a(I00) 
axes of the Brillouin zone, respectively. The optical absorption edge of ZnSe corresponds 
to direct transitions from the highest valence band to the lowest conduction band at the r 
point (k = 0). Likewise, the PL emission is represented by direct transitions from the 
lowest conduction band to the highest valence band. Transitions occurring at the r point 
are of interest here. Absorption transitions occurring at other points are possible but they 
will not be considered. (Refer to Adachi and Taguchi for a detailed description. 23) Figure 
2(b) shows an expanded version of the band structure at the zone center for a zincblende 
type material. Without the effects of strain or spin-orbit splitting, the edge of the valence 
band at k = · 0 is composed of the sixfold degenerate p orbitals. The spin-orbit interaction 
removes the degeneracy associated with the p states and split into a fourfold P 312 multiplet 
(J = 3/2, IIl_j = tl/2, t3/2) and a P 112 multiplet (J = 1/2, IIl_j = tl/2), as shown in the figure. 
The conduction-band edge (J = 1/2, IIl_j = tl/2) which has s-like orbitals does not 
experience splitting. The J = 3/2, IIl_j = tl/2 state is the light-hole component of the 
valence band, the J = 3/2, IIl_j = t3/2 is the heavy-hole component, and the J = 1/2, IIl_j = t 
1/2 state is the spin-orbit split-off band. After splitting, the light-hole band mixes with the 
split-off band as shown in the figure. However, the final shape of the valence bands due to 
mixing take on the form represented by the dashed lines. The type of diagram like the one 
shown in Figure 2(b) will be adopted in this work since it is commonly used to describe all 
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Figure 2. Electronfo band- structure from a zincblende type material. (a) Typical band diagram of ZnSe showing the 
main symmetry points (Ref.112). (b) Expanded version of the band structure at the r point illustrating the 
conduction band (C.B., J=±l/2, ~=±1/2), heavy-hole (J=±3/2, ~=±3/2), light-hole (J=±3/2, ~=±1/2) and 
the spin-orbit split-off (J=±l/2, ~=±1/2) valence bands (V.B.). The dashed lines indicate the final form of 
the valence bands after mixing of the light-hole with the spin-orbit states. 
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Scope of this Study 
The objective that we wish to accomplish is twofold. Firstly, it is desired to employ 
various characterization techniques to SPVT ZnSe prepared in different ways to acquire 
knowledge of the optical and electrical properties and to eventually establish some way to 
control them so that a high quality substrate can be developed for homoepitaxy. 
(Currently, GaAs is the substrate most commonly used because of its near-chemical 
compatibility with ZnSe and its relatively low cost compared to other exotic substrates. 
However, despite the small differences in their chemical properties, these differences are 
large enough to cause adverse effects in device performance.) Secondly, it is the goal of 
this project to obtain a better understanding of the defects responsible for the emission 
characteristics at low temperatures in the SPVT samples. By doing so, it should be easier 
to identify the origin of the room-temperature blue light emission in these materials. 
Particularly, it is of interest to determine the origin of the so-called Ix emission which 
remains controversial to this day. Also, the transition mechanism that gives rise to the Iv 
(usually referred to as FE-ILO) emission is hoped to be clarified. Furthermore, attempts to 
resolve the interestingly but particularly small activation energies often obtained from Hall 
measurements will be made. As part of an effort to fully characterize these materials, 
optical and electrical characterization measurements have been carried out on SPVT ZnSe 
materials. Results describing measurements of PL and Hall effect characteristics will be 
the foci of this work. 
CHAPTER II 
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND OPTICAL ABSORPTION 
Introduction 
Data on PL and optical absorption taken in the temperature range from 4.2 to 300 
Kare presented in this chapter. Briefly, PL is a non-destructive characterization technique 
which lends itself as a powerful method for the determination of the energies of exciton 
states and of certain impurities in semiconductors. Particularly, it can be applied to detect 
shallow impurity states but can also be suited to find certain deep-level states, as long as 
the radiative recombination processes dominate the nonradiative ones. Although this 
technique has been extensively used in the past to characterize bulk materials, it is now an 
invaluable tool to probe exciton states in quantum-confinement structures. In any event, 
this chapter will be confined to PL studies of bulk SPVT ZnSe materials. The techniques 
employed here are thermal quenching, excitation power dependence and stress 
dependence of PL. These different measurements are applied to a set of samples prepared 
in various ways in order to draw correlations between the optical properties from 
specimen to specimen. For example, the dramatic differences in crystal purity as 
evidenced in the spectra obtained from melt-grown, SPVT as-grown and Zn-extracted 
materials are illustrated. By combining different PL studies, it is mainly intended in this 
chapter to determine the nature of the emissions that give rise to PL. Specifically, the 
thermal and stress-dependent behavior of the exciton emission lines 13 ( or Ix) and Iv ( or 
so-called FE-ILO), are monitored and conclusions are drawn about the nature of these 
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ennss1ons. In addition, the deformation potential constants are calculated from these 
results. The optical absorption edge as a function of temperature is examined and some 
material parameters are determined from the temperature dependence of the free exciton 
absorption peak. All this information (PL and absorption) is then put together to help 
identify the origin of the blue light emission from this material. 
Experimental Details 
Sample Preparation 
Large area, untwinnied, high crystalline quality, single crystal wafers of ZnSe used 
in this study were grown at Eagle-Picher Research Laboratories by the SPVT method. 
Melt-grown samples obtained from the high-pressure Bridgman method were also used in 
this work. The details ofboth growth processes have been described elsewhere.20 The 
melt-grown and SPVT as-grown samples were all n-type and highly compensated with 
room temperature resistivities greater than 105 n cm. Most samples used in this work 
received a cleanup etch from 5-10 minutes to remove the original surface. The etchant 
used was a solution of bromine in methanol with a 0.5% to 3% by volume of bromine. 
Once the samples were etched, they were immediately immersed in a methanol solution to 
remove traces of bromine and subsequently, they were cleaned with deionized water. 
Other samples were first chemically treated with bromine-methanol and then mechanically 
polished. This process was repeated for several cycles. For crystals cut along the (111) 
planes, a dull-white thin film was sometimes observed on one of the etched 
surfaces-. perhaps an indication of the oxidized Zn face by air. After the SPVT as-grown 
specimens were etched, it was noted that the 500 nm PL band ( denoted as the S or M 
band in the literature) had drastically decreased and consequently, the exciton emission 
increased. This may be an indication that surface states due to polishing are introduced at 
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the surface of unetched materials. Unless specifically stated, all data reported herein were 
taken on etched samples. Attempts to promote n-type conductivity were moderately 
successful by dipping some samples in a molten Zn solution-a process known as the Zn-
extraction treatment. The samples were held in the solution from 2 to 6 days at 975 °C 
with final net room temperature resistivities ranging from 3.8 n cm to 30.1 n cm. Sample 
dimensions ranged from 5.5 mm x 5.5 mm x 5.5 mm cubes for the stress measurements to 
1 mm x 4 mm x 4 mm plates for other measurements. 
Photoluminescence, Thermal Quenching and 
Excitation Power Dependence Experimental Setup 
The PL spectra were recorded with the experimental setup shown schematically in 
Figure 3. The cryogenics part of the setup is a CTI-Cryogenics model 22 Cold Head 
which operates in conjunction with the model 22C Cryodyne Cryocooler system. All 
samples were mounted on the copper finger of the cryostat with a dab of Si vacuum 
grease and were allowed to cool to low temperatures (- 12 K). To reach higher 
temperatures, power was supplied to the copper cold finger by a TRI Research T-2000 
Cryo Controller and the temperature was monitored with a Cryo Cal Diode sensor. A 
platinum sensor built in the sample holder was also available for temperatures exceeding 
300 K; however, its use was not necessary. The temperature ranged between 12 and 300 
K for the quenching studies, and each temperature set point was held constant to within ± 
0.1 K. 
Creation of electron-hole pairs at the sample surface was accomplished by 
illuminating with the 351.1/363.8 nm lines from a Spectra-Physics, model 2025-4 Argon-
Ion Laser. Before excitation, the beam passed through a narrow bandpass filter to block 
out unwanted fluorescence lines from the lasing medium. The reflected beam from a 
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beamsplitter with 30/70% transmission was monitored with a model 815 Power Meter 
from Newport Research Corporation to compensate for fluctuations of the PL signal due 
to minor power instabilities in the beam. All measurements were then multiplied by a 
correction factor to obtain the final spectra. Illumination took place ·with the laser beam at 
an angle between 45° and 60° from a line normal to the sample surface. For standard 
measurements, the power of the laser beam was maintained at approximately 1 mW to 
avoid the generation of heat. For the excitation power dependence work, the laser beam 
power ranged from 3 µW to 80 mW. The power was varied with a Newport Research 
Corporation, model 935-5 variable beam attenuator (VBA) equipped with a micrometer 
knob for fine adjustment, as shown in Figure 3. It should be pointed out that a set of 
Reynard Enterprises, Inc. Metallic-Coated Neutral Density Filters were tested before using 
the VBA. However, their use was discontinued because of instabilities in the attenuation 
at high powers. During the initial stage of this experiment , it was noted that the intensity 
of the PL lines decreased with continued laser illumination at high powers. It was 
speculated that the intense laser beam heated the sample. In order to reduce heating effects 
at the surface due to the high laser powers, a heat sink plate was designed comprising a 
CaF2 disc and holder, and was place on top of the sample.38 Indium foil was used between 
the sample and the CaF 2 disc, and between this disc and the copper plate to provide good 
thermal contact. With this modification completed and installed, the intensity of the PL 
peaks was observed to monotonically increase with an increase in laser power. An 
attempt to use sapphire (which has high thermal conductivity at low temperatures) as a 
heat sink proved to be unsuccessful because luminescence occurred when the plate was 
subject to strain. Basically, this experiment consisted of incrementing the laser beam 
power and recording the corresponding change of the PL spectrum. 
The emission spectra were measured by using a SPEX model 1702/04 
Spectrometer with focal length of 0.75 m and first order dispersion of 11 A/mm, 
corresponding to a ruled grating of 1200 lines/mm blazed at 500 A. A cutoff filter was 
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placed at the entrance slit to eliminate stray light from the surroundings and scattered light 
from the laser beam. Since the exciton emission is characterized by sharp lines, high 
resolution was achieved with the entrance slit typically set to 10 µm provided the 
luminescence signal is strong. The resolution attained for this slit setting was O .1 A. The 
exit slit was twice the entrance slit in order to get good light throughput. An Oriel 
Corporation, model 6047 Hg-Ne lamp was :frequently used to calibrate the spectrometer 
to the nearest 0.05 A. The luminescence signal was detected with a Thom EMI Gencom 
Inc., model 9684 Photomultiplier Tube (PMT) with S-20 spectral response. A chopper 
and an Ithaco model 3962 Single Phase Lock-In Amplifier served to synchronously detect 
the signal output from the PMT. Between the PMT and the lock-in amplifier was a model 
566 Preamplifier (PA) from Ithaco. This device prevented draining of large signals from 
poor electrical grounding of the PMT. When signals were too large for the preamplifier, 
they were first directed to a box with a variable resistor to avoid overflow of the 
preamplifier. Equipment automation and interfacing were performed with an HP-86B 
Microcomputer from Hewlett Packard for data acquisition and analysis. (For details of 
the operation of the computer code, refer to Cotal38). All measurements were carried out 
in a vacuum better than 10·5 torr. · 
Uniaxial Stress -Experimental Setup 
Czyogenics and Stress Apparatus. The experimental arrangement for the uniaxial 
stress measurements is shown in Figure 4. The setup is the same as that depicted Fig. 3 
except that the cryogenic system used here is composed of two concentric, Pyrex glass 
dewars with the inner one measuring 28" (L) x 2" (DIA) and the outer one 27" (L) x 3" 
(DIA) capable of supporting liquid Helium (LHe) at 4.2 Kand liquid Nitrogen (LN2) at 77 
K. For details on the operation of the other equipment in the figure, refer to the previous 
section. Both dewars were made in the glass shop at Oklahoma State University. Each 
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Figure 4. Experimental setup for the stress-dependent PL measurements (I) Stress apparatus, (2) 
stainless steel rod and piston, (3) hydraulic pump, (4) hydraulic hoses, (5) piston, 






dewar is vacuum-sealed and coated with silver for thermal radiation shielding. The inner 
dewar holds LHe while the outer one is filled with LN2 which acts like a shroud to 
prolong the use of LHe to about 4 hours. Before the cryogens are poured in the dewars, 
the dewars were first purged with He gas to prevent ice from forming on the walls. The 
LHe came from a 100 liter tank supplied by the Texas Bureau of Mines. The transfer tube 
is from Andonian Cryogenics Inc., and was borrowed from Dr. Martin. In brief, after the 
dewars were placed on the translation stage and the transfer tube inserted first in the tank 
and then in the inner dewar followed by purging, the dewars were then filled with LN2 and 
subsequently with LHe. A model H-311-SM-lxl long stainless-steel piston from Airoyal 
MFG Co. capable of exerting a force of 2000 lb on a 0.785 in2 bore area of the piston 
head, and hydraulic system (from Enerpac) are also shown in the figure. Usually, the 
pressure on the samples did not exceed 105 psi~ and the formula to convert pressure from 
the gauge reading (GR) of the stress apparatus to the sample pressure (SP) was SP = 
(GR)(0.785 in2)(1.0I325 bar)/(14.7 lb/in)(AJ where A,, is the sample area. Two 
cardboard discs about 1 mm thick were placed at the top and bottom of the sample to 
eliminate, or at least reduce, the non uniform distribution of stress. Nitrogen bubbles 
originating from the piece of foam separating the two dewars were unavoidable. The 
bubbles interrupted the light beam resulting in noisy data. As a result, the spectra were 
averaged during the experiments when time allowed. An attempt was made to use an 
EG&G Princeton Applied Research model 1460 Optical Multichannel Analyzer (OMA) 
and model 1420 Solid State Detector to accelerate the data-taking process. 
Unfortunately, serious alignment problems with the instrument were encountered, along 
with a critical lack of high resolution. 
Optics Layout. The ZnSe crystals were excited at near-normal incidence to the 
sample surface with the UV lines from the Ar-ion laser. A very small rectangular mirror 
was placed in front of the lens (L) to achieve near-normal incidence, and the k vector of 
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the incident light was always perpendicular to the direction of applied stress (P) as shown 
in Fig. 4. The stress-dependent PL spectra were measured with the laser beam polarized 
parallel (x-polarization) and perpendicular (a-polarization) to the stress direction. In this 
work, terminology such as x- and a-excitation, and x- and a-emission ( or luminescence) 
will always refer to a particular polarization component that is either parallel or 
perpendicular to P. Two Gian-Thompson prisms were employed to accomplish the 
polarized excitation. Since the laser beam is only x-polarized, the first prism was used to 
rotate the x-polarization vector to 45° while the second prism was used to single out its x-
and y-components. The luminescence signal was also polarized parallel and perpendicular 
to the stress direction with use of a sheet polarizer from Melles Griot. For one specific 
sample the excitation and emission were polarized giving four permutations of 
polarization. The laser power was kept at - 0.5 mW for x- and a-polarization to avoid 
heat generation. Stress measurements were performed with the direction of applied stress 
parallel to the (100), (110) and (111) faces while the laser beam was incident 
perpendicular to these faces. In this thesis, work on the (100) plane will be presented 
only. The unit of stress in the literature is normally expressed in kbar (=14,507.S lb!in\ so 
likewise, this unit will be adhered to throughout the thesis. 
Optical Absorption Setup 
The spectrometer used for the absorption measurements was a Varian model 
CARYS. The samples were housed inside the same cryostat as that used for the PL 
studies and this in tum was positioned inside the sample compartment of the CARYS. 
Figure 5 shows the layout of this experiment. For the most part, the rear beam attenuator 
had to be used to improve signal-to-noise statistics and each scan had to be averaged over 
10 hours for further noise reduction. Most of the noise was a result of application of a 
narrow spectral bandwidth (SBW) and data interval to these measurements which are both 



















Figure 5. Experimental setup used for the optical absorption measurements. 
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necessary to obtain a high resolution at low temperatures. The former parameter had a 
value between 0.5 and 0.7 nm whereas the latter was set up to its lowest limit (high 
resolution), 0.02 nm/data point. At higher temperatures where the absorption peaks of 
interest are no longer discernible, the SBW was 2 nm. A Hewlett Packard Vectra 
microcomputer served as the work station for data acquisition and analysis. The 




Photoluminescence. Figure 6 shows a typical PL spectrum from melt-grown 
ZnSe. The main feature is the strong OAP emission with a zero-phonon line at 2.6813 eV 
and is characteristic of all the melt .. grown samples studied. This emission is part of the so-
called P-series associated with a Nazn acceptor and a donor, believed to be AI2n, as 
suggested by Merz et al.39 from PL studies. Weak exciton emission (Ex) is observed. On 
an expanded energy scale a weaker·Q-series OAP can be seen with a zero-phonon line at 
2.6953 eV. Acceptor-bound exciton (ABE) lines are observed at 2.7937 eV (~8 ) and at 
2.7827 eV (I1, along with its phonon replicas) with the latter line due to deep CuZn 
acceptors, or V Zn· 40 The acceptor ionization energy can be calculated with application of 
Haynes' rule: EA = (EFE - EABE)/0.1 where EFE is the free exciton emission energy and 
EABE is the acceptor bound exciton energy. For I~a in this expression gives a Nazn 
acceptor at Ev + 93 meV. Other melt-grown samples showed a weak donor-bound 
exciton (DBE) line (12 at 2.7975 eV). The transition energy for OAP emission is given by 
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Figure 6. Photoluminescence from melt-grown ZnSe at 12 K. On an ex-
panded wavelength scale, the insets show the exciton emis-
sion region (left inset) and OAP emission with a Q-series at 
higher energy. 
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where EA and E0 are the acceptor and donor ionization energies, respectively; and Ecout (= 
e 2 /er 0 J is the Coulomb interaction between the donor and acceptor ions separated by a 
distance r0 A- The remaining terms are defined in Table I. From both the P-series OAP 
(using EA= 93 meV for the NaZn acceptor, Ecout = 10 meV (Ref 41)) and from the DBE 
line (using Haynes' rule) we find a donor state at Ee - 27 meV, consistent with the value 
expected for AlZn donors. Another feature prominent from melt-grown materials are the 
strong deep-level copper-green (Cu8, at 2.5 eV) and copper-red (Cur, at 1.98 eV) 
emissions, with the latter possibly involving contribution from the SA emission band 
(2.14-1.97 eV). 
In Fig. 7, similar data are illustrated for as-grown SPVT material. Here the Cu-
related 11 line and its LO-phonon replicas dominate the entire spectrum. Also observed is 
the Ix line at 2.7945 eV and a DBE line (12) at 2.7991 eV. (Some authors claim that Ix is 
due to an exciton bound to an ionized donor and call it 13 . We believe (see discussion 
later) that the line is due to a deep neutral DBE and prefer to use the designation Ix.) 
Haynes' rule for this latter emission gives a donor state at Ee - 18.5 meV. The inset also 
shows a shoulder on the high-energy side of 12, possibly a FE. Weak Cu8 and Cur 
emissions are present, along with SA emission and an unidentified broad emission 
(typically denoted as Is or IM) near 500 nm. As stated in the sample section, this band 
disappears after etching-perhaps an indication that it is surface-related. The lineshape of 
the Is band has been observed with a series of phonon replicas, and is thought to be due to 
OAP transitions from close pairs with the acceptor deep in the bandgap. 42 Its origin, 
however, is still debatable. Y-emission (2.602 eV) which is characteristic of ZnSe/GaAs 
heteroepitaxial layers was observed in some as-grown crystals but also disappeared after 
etching. No outstanding OAP features are observed. The presence of strong 11 implies 
that the concentration of Cu centers ( or V z.J is quite high. It is worthwhile to mention 
that Zn-dip treatment studies performed by lsshiki et al.43 suggest that 11 is due to V Zn· 
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Figure 7. Photoluminescence emission spectrum at 12 K for an as-grown 
sample of SPVT ZnSe. 
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conductivity data imply that this line could be due to Cu impurities however, the 
possibility of V 'hi should not be dismissed. 40 
All as-grown SPVT samples are semi-insulating with high resistivities at room 
temperature. After Zn-extraction, the samples exhibit spectra similar to the one shown in 
Fig. 8. The J': lines have now been removed, along with the Cu8 and Cu., emissions, as 
anticipated. The Ix emission is now the dominant signal with the 12 line at 2.7991 eV line 
also ob~erved. The Zn-extracted samples display n-type conductivities with resistivities 
ranging from 3.8 n cm to 30.1 n cm. This difference in the resistivities is reflected in the 
emission spectra in that the higher resistivity samples display both an ABE line at 2.7912 
eV due to Li'hl acceptors at Ev+ 114 meV as calculated from Haynes' rule and a Q-series 
DAP emission, with a zero-phonon line at 2.6900 eV. These features increase in size with 
the resistivity of the sample as shown in the inset of Fig. 8. Depicted in Fig. 9 is the 
variation of the intensity of I~ as a function of resistivity for all the Zn-extracted samples 
studied and shows how the intensity increases as p increases. 
Thermal Quenching. The temperature-dependencies of the exciton and edge 
emission lines for a Zn-extracted sample is depicted in Figure 10. Two sets of quenching 
data were taken, one in the range from 12 to 80 K with a typical excitation power of 1 
mW and the other from 60 to 300 Kat 4 mW. The data in the latter range were obtained 
at 4 mW so that the luminescence signal would be strong at higher temperatures since the 
signal is barely noticeable above 80 K for 1 mW. All lines have their usual meaning, 
however, a new line (- 2. 700 e V) with its phonon replicas begins to emerge at about 28 K 
and disappears at around 120 K, and the first excited state of FE (i.e., n = 2 of FE (2.8141 
e V) at 40 K) becomes visible above 40 K in other samples. Furthermore, exciton 
recombination dominates near both extremes of the temperature range and all lines appear 
to combine into a single band above 150 K. These data are of particular interest because it 
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Figure 8. 12 K photoluminescence emission spectrum from a sample of 
Zn-extracted SPVT ZnSe. The sample resistivity is 3.82 n 
cm. The inset shows the spectrum from a similar sample, but 
with a resistivity of 30.1 n cm. In this spectrum the I~ line 
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Figure 9. Plot of the intensity of the I~ line as a function of resistivity for 
a Zn-extracted SPVT ZnSe crystal. The solid line is not a fit 
to a theoretical expression. It only shows how the points 
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Figure 10. Quenching spectra from the sample with p = 30.1 n cm shown 
in the inset of Fig. 8. I2 x represents the combination of Ix 
' 0 . 
and I2 at higher temperatures and h-D the room tempera-
ture emission. h-D0 is believed to start near 200 K. 
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Similar measurements on as-grown SPVT material were also performed at 4 mW and the 
end results illustrate that the exciton emission becomes a single band after 150 K. 
The data in Fig. 11 demonstrate the temperature dependence of the emission peaks 
of interest to this work. Quenching of the exciton luminescence is shown in Fig. IO(a) for 
FE, I2, 1x, r: and the so-called FE-lLO (or Iv), as obtained from a Zn-extracted and an 
SPVT sample. Also observed are the lines· I2,x ( denoted as so for convenience) which is a 
single line mainly composed of the overlap I2, Ix and Iv emissions; and h-D0 which is a hole 
from the valence band recombining with an electron from a donor level occurring at higher 
temperatures. It is interesting to note that all lines with the exception of h-D0 appear to 
have a slope equal to that of the FE at high temperatures. This should be expected since 
dissociation of bound excitons from their defects leave FEs behind as shown by the 
following reactions 
(v0 ,x)~D0 + X ~D0 +e+h, (4) 
(v+,x)~v+ +X ~ v+ +e+h, (5) 
(A0 ,x)~ A0 +X ~ A0 +e+h. (6) 
Here D0 , D+ and A0 denote a neutral donor, an ionized donor and a neutral acceptor, 
respectively; X is the . FE, e is a free electron and h is a free hole. At even higher 
temperatures, X dissociates into free electrons and holes as described by the rightmost 
reaction in the above expressions. If the FE density is increasing with temperature, then its 
intensity should increase as well since excitons are formed when they dissociate from 
impurities. However, the absence of this feature in Fig. 1 l(a) is a result of the instability of 
the FE at elevated temperatures, that is, both reactions from each expression are occurring 
simultaneously, with the rightmost process more dominant. Above 140 K, li.x and FE 
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Figure 11. Temperature dependence of the luminescence intensity. (a) 
Quenching of the exciton emission, and (b) quenching of 
the edge emission. 
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then h-D0 appears to eventually become predominant above 200 K. Nevertheless, if 12 is 
truly an exciton bound to a shallow impurity it would seem likely that h-D0 has a 
contribution that is mostly due to the Ix component. In any case, a peculiar point to be 
noted here is that h-D0 does not follow the FE curve which may indicate that a peak with a 
higher activation process is present at high temperatures. In Fig. 11 (b) are shown 
quenching of the e-A0 and OAP lines characteristic of a Zn-extracted sample. Of interest 
here is the relationship between the intensities of these emissions as a function of 
temperature which will be explained in detail later in the Thermal Quenching Discussion 
section. As the OAP intensity begins to quench more rapidly (at ,.., 20 K), the e-A0 
intensity starts to increase and then quenches near 50 K. The slope of this portion of the 
curve gives an activation energy of 114 meV, in agreement with Haynes' rule for I~. 
Excitation Power Dependence. Figure 12 shows the results of an excitation 
power-dependent experiment on an SPVT, Zn-extracted ZnSe crystal taken at 12 K. 
These data are common for each of the Zn-extracted specimens examined in this work and 
the figure shows the variation in the intensity of the emission as a function of excitation 
power from the laser beam. Several features are to be noted from the spectra. At very 
low powers (i.e., 3-10 µW), the OAP and exciton emission intensities are comparable with 
each other. As the power increases the DAP emission increases along with the exciton 
emission and with further increase in beam intensity the exciton emission begins to 
dominate the entire spectrum and becomes strong at high powers. At this point, some 
broadening is seen in the emission lines which may be a result of heating at the sample 
surface. 
From the spectra in Fig. 12, the intensity of the important peaks are plotted as a 
function ·of laser beam power and these are shown in Fig. 13. All slopes were calculated 
using linear regression. Not shown in the figure are the data for Iv the slope of which is 
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Figure 12. Excitation power-dependent data from a sample of Zn-ex-
tracted SPVT ZnSe at 12 K. The intensity arrow indicates 
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Figure 13. · Plot of the luminescence intensity vs excitation power for the 
main lines of interest to this work. The inset shows the 
power dependence on the edge emission region. All slopes 
were calculated using linear regression. The slope of Iv ( so-
called FE-ILO) is given in the figure without the data. 
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except the OAP and part of the e-A0 emission have slopes greater than one whereas these 
two emissions have slopes less than one (refer to the inset). Strong e-A0 emission is 
necessary in order to reliably monitor its power dependence. This emission is possible to 
attain by holding the sample temperature at 45 K. Unlike the other lines presented in the 
figure, the e-A0 emission has two power-dependent regions-one at low powers with a 
slope near 1.061 and the other at higher powers with a slope of 0.611. This type of 
behavior in e-A0 and OAP emission have been observed for CdTe crystals studied in our 
laboratory, and from studies reported elsewhere.44 Some Zn-extracted samples showed 
excitonic-emission slopes slightly greater than the values calculated in Fig. 13. Other 
samples prepared in different ways displayed a variation in slope values for the exciton 
emission. 
Stress Dependence. More PL studies were necessary to further establish the 
nature of the transitions giving rise to Ix and Iv. The effects of strain on the exciton 
emission can yield much insight on band structure-related parameters such as deformation 
potential constants and the identity of radiative recombination mechanisms. Uniaxial stress 
measurements were carried out to obtain this information. Figure 14 illustrates the 
spectrum of a chemi-mechanically polished, thin SPVT sample of thickness 0.0123 in (310 
µm) which was mounted with a film of Si grease. Besides the slight built-in strain typical 
of these materials is an additional undeliberate strain resulting from the contraction of the 
grease upon cooling. The overall effect is to cause splitting of the exciton emission into 
heavy- and light-hole components of FE as denoted by FEhh and FElh, respectively. The 
lines at 2.7965 and 2.7949 eV are labeled as I~ and Ix, and are not the heavy- and light-
hole components of 12 as frequently noted. 45 (The assignments of these lines will be 
explained later.)Emissions due to the usual 11, e-A0 and OAP are also shown in the figure. 
For the first time (as far as the author is aware), in Figure 15 are shown spectra obtained 
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Figure 14. 
Wavelength (nm) 
Exciton and edge luminescence from a chemi-mechanically 
treated SPVT sample. FE splitting is observed due to the 
manner in which the specimen was mounted and due to the 
























Figure 15. Plot of the stress dependence of the exciton emission with the 
luminescence signal polarized parallel to the direction of 
applied stress. The k-vector of the laser beam was 
perpendicular to the direction of applied stress (k.lx). 
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illustrates the change in energy and intensity of the emission lines as a function of applied 
stress along the [100] crystal direction. The results were acquired with the luminescence 
signal 1t- and a-polarized to the direction of applied stress. First of all, it should be noted 
that at zero stress, the 1t- and a-luminescence spectra show identical structure with the 
latter weaker in intensity and with the exclusion ofFELP (the lower polariton branch of FE 
to be explained later). Fitting of the "stress-free" (i.e., unintentional stress) spectra reveal 
the following energy assignments: FELP at 2.8032 eV, FElh at 2.8008 eV, I~ at 2.7991 eV 
and Ix at 2.7955 eV. Upon the application of a stress field, the weak components (i.e., 
FELP and I~) begin to grow in intensity and become quite visible at 0.72 kbar, as shown in 
Fig. 15 for 1t-polarization. In addition, a broad component near 2. 778 e V starts to 
increase in intensity as well. For 1t-polarization, further increase in stress makes ~ and I~ 
merge with FElh, and form a single peak. For the a-emission case in Fig. 16, the 
introduction of two new lines are seen with an increase in applied stress, FEhh and ~-
(Assignments of all peaks are discussed in a later section.) Again, an initial growth of the 
emission intensities is also observed with increasing stress for a-polarization. Other 
samples were studied with 1t and a-excitation, and with different permutations of 1t- and 
a-excitation and 1t- and a-emission, and demonstrated similar features. All samples 
collapsed in the stress apparatus at stresses near 4 kbar, consistent with values reported in 
h 1. 43 t e 1terature. 
Absorption Spectra 
Figure 17 shows temperature-dependent spectra of the absorption peaks near the 
band edge for a Zn-extracted specimen. A scaling factor has been used on the vertical axes 
to separate the curves for illustrative purposes. These are 1.5 for 45 and 100 K, 1.7 for 
150 K, 1.8 for 250 Kand 2 for 290 K. As with the PL thermal quenching case, these data 























Figure 16. Plot of the stress dependence of the exciton emission with the 
luminescence signal polarized peiendicular to the direction 
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Wavelength (nm) 
Figute 17. Temperature variation of the band edge (vertical arrow)and 
free exciton absorption peak for SPVT ZnSe with p = 30.1 
n cm. Each absorption curve has been multiplied by a 
scaling factor for clarity (see text). 
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12 K) and DBE :(i.e., 1x at 2.7962 eV). Most notably, the FE absorption peak increases 
attaining a maximum at about 90 K, but then decreases as the temperature is raised 
further. This is due to the increase in FE density from the dissociation of bound excitons 
followed by the· dissociation of FEs since the binding energy of the latter process is 
comparable to the Frohlich interaction with LO phonons at high temperatures. Similar 
observations have been reported for MOCVD-ZnSe in a strain-free environment with a FE 
energy at 2.7923.eVat 80 K(2.7917 eV from this work at 80 K).46 However, their results 
did not show a shoulder ( denoted here as IJ on the lower energy side of the FE as 
observed in the present work. A broad band starting at 2.8182 eV (n = 2 of FE) at 12 K 
and extending to 2.8344 eV is seen in the figure. It is worth emphasizing that although 
the band edge is at E8(12 K) = 2.8225 eV (the vertical arrow in the figure), this broad 
band occurs below and above E8. The origin of this feature is unclear at present but could 
be due to strain-related effects from the valence band that might have been induced by the 
Si grease holding the sample, or to transitions from bands other than those at the r point. 
The structure at and near the absorption edge was similar for other Zn-dip treated 
materials, the difference being that the higher resistivity samples displayed a gradual 
decrease ( as opposed to abrupt seen in the lower resistivity samples) in absorption at the 
band edge-possibly due to the presence of an ABE. A band due to fi was evident as a 
small shoulder at the onset of the absorption edge in the SPVT as-grown specimens. 
Illustrated in Fig. 18 is the temperature dependence of the position of the FE 
absorption line, and this is accompanied by some of the PL transitions observed in the Zn-
extracted sample from Fig. 8. The position of all emission lines seem to track the FE 
i 
absorption peak: except for h-D0 • Also shown is the temperature dependence of the 
bandgap as obt~ned by Shirakawa and Kukimoto 47 for comparison. The agreement 
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Emission Lines 
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Fi~e 18. Temperature dependence of the FE absorption line and various 
PL lines for a Zn-extracted SPVT ZnSe sample. The data 
points of~ and 1x overlap begining at about 70 K and the 
overlap has been labeled as !zx in the text. 
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Thermal Quenching Discussion 
The temperature dependence of the bandgap (E8) is often an important material 
parameter to know in device fabrication. It critically determines the variation of the 
photon energy of the laser emission with temperature. 48 It is also important in determining 
the ionization energies of localized defect states which can either severely degrade or 
enhance device performance depending upon whether it is a deep level or shallow state. 




Eg(T) = Eg(O)- (T + p) (7) 
where E8(0) is the bandgap energy at OK, a* (asterisk used to differentiate from a, the 
expansion coefficient) is an empirical parameter and f3 is an empirical parameter often near 
the Debye temperature. Fitting the temperature dependence of the FE absorption peak 
position (Fig. 17) to Eq. (7) gives a*= 8.625 x 104 eV/K and f3 = 374.7 K. The value of 
f3 is very near the Debye temperature, 0 = h(l.J/k8 = 360 K, which supports the credibility 
of these parameters. This result is unlike the value of f3 (= 405 K) obtained from 
Shirakawa and Kukimoto 47 for crystals heat-treated in a Zn vapor atmosphere. However, 
their value of a* (=8.59 x I04 eV/K) is in good agreement with the result from this work. 
Eq. (7) was applied in a temperature range between 12 and 290 K. In the case of 
temperatures higher than 00 , f3 should be approximately 3/800 . 50 
Edge Emission. The mechanism responsible for quenching the e-A0 transition is 
! 
due to the thernuµ release of holes from the Li acceptor state into the vale.nee band with an 
I 
activation energy; of Ev+ 114 meV as calculated from the Arrhenius plot (i.e., taking the 
I 
slope of e-A0 at high temperatures and setting it equal to E Jka) in Fig. 11 (b ). Sometimes 
using the Arrhenius plot can lead to errors in obtaining the activation energy since the 
47 
I 
intensity of eachle-A0 peak is easily influenced by the smallest fluctuation in the excitation 
source. Another mo.re reliable way to determine EA is to monitor the variation in the 
position of the ~-A0 emission peak as a function of temperature since the change in 
' 
position is not · as strongly dependent as the change in intensity for small power 
fluctuations, as ~hown in Fig. 18. Ignoring the electron-phonon coupling and any other 
I 
! 
type of lattice ipteraction that may produce broadening, EA is obtained with help from 
Eagle's formula describing the line shape of e-A0 transitions51 
(8) 
where C is a c01!3-stant, EA is the acceptor binding energy and hw is the photon energy. 
The square root term represents the density of states for parabolic bands and the 
exponential describes Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. This equation is applicable for 
I 
effective-mass ~purity states and was derived in the low temperature approximation. 
Differentiating Eq. (8) with respect to hw gives 
(9) 
where Eg(T) is ~iven by Eq. (7) and k8T/2 is the kinetic energy of the electron in the 
conduction band ibefore recombining with the hole from the Li acceptor state. Fitting the 
temperature dependence of the e-A0 emission gives a value of 114.4 meV for the Li 
acceptor level, itj excellent agreement with the value of 114 me V from the Arrhenius plot. 
! 
The variation in emission energy of e-A0 as a function of temperature indicates that the 
edge emission follows the bandgap which is consistent with shallow donors and acceptors 
since the impuritJ wavefunctions are highly localized ink-space. This is because the near-
free electrons and holes will each have properties characteristic of the conduction and 




The mechanism describing the interplay between the temperature dependence of 
I 
the Q-series DAP (here called DAPl from now on) and e-A0 emission intensities (refer to 
Fig. 11) is as f~llow. As the temperature is raised, the donors start to ionize and the 
DAPl emission :intensity begins to decrease. At the same time, the e-A0 peak shows 
initially an unexpected decrease in intensity. This anomalous quenching behavior has been 
interpreted as th~ temperature dependence of competing nonradiative recombination rates, 
I 
and other radiative recombination mechanisms not associated with the DAPl and e-A0 I . 
luminescence transitions. 52 When electrons are donated to the conci'uction band, the e-A0 
transition becomes more probable as a result of the increased density of donated electrons. 
With further teniperature increase, the thermal ionization of the acceptors begins to occur 
thus giving an $.brupt drop in the e-A0 emission intensity. Since the DAPl emission 
I 
intensity decreases due to thermal ionization· of the donors, then one should be able to 
calculate the a~ivation energy by taking the slope of the straight line portion (higher 
temperature region of the curve) from the DAPl quenching curve. This yields a value of6 
meV which doe$ not conform to the effective-mass value of 29.2 meV (Table I). Such a 
low value has be~n noted before and it has been suggested that it is due to the temperature 
dependence of the capture cross section for an excited state of the donor,27 as has been 
used to describe ~imilar phenomena ofDAPl luminescence in GaP.53 
Exciton Emission. The quenching spectra show some interesting features, as 
depicted in Fig. 1 ll(a). All lines appear to follow the quenching of the FE emission 
intensity (i.e., t~e slope of each bound exciton line is the same as that of FE) at high 
temperatures si~ce the bound excitons are simultaneously loosing FEs because of FE 
dissociation andl because of the dissociation of the FE from the defects. Errors in 
! 
calculating the b~nding energy of FE comes from setting the slope from the Arrhenius plot 
to E/k8 . FEs .-e free electron-hole pairs bound by the coulombic interaction so the 
I 
expression to calculate the binding energy should contain terms that are characteristic of 
49 
the effective de sity of states from the conduction and valence bands, i.e., a T312 







1(0) = 1 + CT312e-E;lkBT (10) 
where Ei = Ex + I Et, is the sum of the binding energies of the free exciton (EJ and bound 
I . 
exciton (Et,), an~ C is a constant containing the effective mass parameter. Fitting Eq. (10) 
I 
to the FE quenc~ng curve gives Ex= 20.23 meV. This value is in very good agreement 
I 
with 20 ± 1 mevi found in the published literature.55 Adding the FE emission energy to Ex 
yields a value fo~ the bandgap of 2.8225 eV (Table I) at 12 K for SPVT ZnSe. 
I 
Of interest to this work is the mechanism responsible for the blue-light emission at 
I 
room temperatu)~ (refer to Fig. 10). The temperature dependence of the exciton emission 
I 
illustrates that I2land Ix with binding energies of3.7 and 7.8 meV, respectively, merge to 
form a single bmtd above 100 K. Above 150 K, the entire spectrum shows only one band 
I 
which has been !labeled h-D0 • At this temperature all exciton emission (except for an 
I 
apparently small! contribution from the FE .and Iv lines) are annihilated and the weak, 
! 
although still visible h-D0 band at 2.67 eV persists at room temperature. The high energy 
tail of the broad ~eak is due to electrons following a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution law 
! 
of the form exp(fE!k8T) and is characteristic ofFEs. Based solely on this, one would be 
I 
tempted to assi~ the band to recombination ofFEs. However, close examination reveals 
I 
that the room-temperature bandgap is 2.7080 eV, which gives a FE emission energy of 
i D 
2.6877 eV aftertub~racting a binding energy of 20.23 meV. This emission is 17.7 meV 
higher than the bserved h-D0 peak, so recombination due to FE is not a reasonable 
assignment. Fo lowing Zheng and Allen, 56 and Shirakawa and Kukimoto 47 regarding 
possible (but +ely) mechanisms fur the room-temperature blue emission. the results 
from this work so suggest that the emission is due to recombination of a donor electron 
50 
with a free hole jom the valence band (thus h-D0 for bound-to-free recombination) where 
the donor is at Ee - 38 meV. The validity of the donor ionization energy is supported by 
I 
the value of 38.1 meV obtained from the slope of the temperature variation of the h-D0 
luminescence intensity depicted in Fig. 11. Further credence of this value is obtained from 
I . 
application of~~es' rule to the bound exciton line 1x which yields 38.5 meV. It is worth 
emphasizing tha1 the donor giving rise to the h-D0 transition is deeper than typical 
I 
effective-mass donors of28 ± 2 meV observed at low temperatures, and is deeper than the 
calculated value lf 27 meV obtained from Shirakawa and Kukimoto. An interesting point 
I 
to be made is th1t the temperature dependence of the h-D0 peak position does not change 
at the same rat, as that of the bandgap which is expected for deep levels. Another 
interesting point lis that the h-D0 emission begins to quench at about 200 K which seems 
I 
appropriate for reep donor centers. These points support even further the idea of a 
relatively deep 1bvel state involved in recombination. It is conceivable that the donor 
I 
taking part in th~ h-D0 transition is the same donor giving rise to Ix, which is an exciton 
bound to a deeb neutral donor (discussed below in the next section). Interestingly, 
Taguchi and Yad57 did a study on the effects of Se vapor pressure on Ix for MBE-grown, 
I , 
I 
ZnSe/GaAs hetetoepitaxial layers and find that the intensity increases with increasing Se 
I 
vapor pressure. They also studied the temperature dependence and calculated a value for 
the activation energy of 3 5. 7 me V at high temperatures. Although no definite explanation 
is presented reg~ding the chemical identity oflx, Taguchi and Yao57 reference a paper on 
I 
pressure effects ~hich indicate that it is related to a defect complex comprising a Se 
i 
vacancy (V80), perhaps in its singly charged state (V;0). 
Eq. (8) +.plies that the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is in order of k,, T 
which follows a 1inear relationship. Fig. 19 shows the temperature dependence ofFWHM 
which is measured from the position of the peak height for each emission. The results 
clearly illustrate lhe presence of two processes taking place with increasing temperature. 
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The FWHM cham!e with temoerature for the ·exciton-related 
.... 0 £ 
band and the h-D peak for a Zn-extracted, SPVT crystal. 
The slope for the former peak is 0.084 meV/K whereas for 
the latter emission line is 0.126 meV/K. 
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(0.086 meV/K), and the FWHM from this broad peak occurring above 140 Kin Fig. 10 is 
believed to have t substantial contribution from exciton emission. At higher temperatures, 
the FWHM begir· s to increase faster with a slope of 0.126 me V /K which may correspond 
to h-D0 transitio setting in, and is approximately 1.47 times larger (i.e., 3/2k8 ) than the 
exciton slope. 4 estimated theoretical value for the slope of FWHM from Eq. (8) is near 
I 
1. 4 k8 . This is in Jsatisfactory agreement with our value of 1. 4 7k8 and it may be due to the 
gain in kinetic e~ergy of the hole in the band caused by acoustic phonon-assisted ( or due 
to scattering) traitsitions that become significant at elevated temperatures. The main point 
to note is that thJse results verify the existence ofthe h-D0 line. 
In pas~ it was stated above that the strongly overlapping I,, line appeared to 
play a small rol~ in contributing to the intensity of h-D0 at approximately 200 K. At 
present, ly is a mtstery line and has been claimed to be duet~ the FE-ILO in the past.28'29 
The identificatiot of such a line is based on the energy separation between FE and I,, 
which is approximately equal to the LO phonon energy (31.1 meV). Despite this, other 
factors indicate+ it is not the FE-ILO. For example, the usual height of the I,, line is at 
least twice as higf as the FE line with a Huang-Rhys coupling constant between the latter 
and former lines iof 0.1, as previously noted.30 Moreover, the FWHM of FEs is of the 
order of k8T <-f meV) which is nwch broader than I,, (- 2 meV).30 Results from this 
work show that the origin of ly is believed to be otherwise and is worthy of mention here. 
It has been suggbsted that this line is not the FE-lLO but a defect luminescence band 
independent of eJlciton transitions. 30 Quenching results from this study point out that ly 
quenches at exac ly the same rate as FE at high temperatures although at low temperatures 
they quench quitl differently. This implies that ly is exciton-related which is inconsistent 
with the suggestion of defect emission, and is perhaps a bound exciton. The possible 
assignment of 4 line as an exciton bound to a deep acceptor has to be treated with 
caution because then the energy to bind the exciton to the defect would exceed the binding 
53 
"breakup" of~iecause of the strong binding by the center. Excitation power-dependent 
measurements s]ggest that 4 is also exciton-related and is not the FE-ILO (discussed 
below). From tqe data of the peak position versus temperature, 4 and 4-ILO have the 
same temperatu+ dependence. However, the low temperature dependence of the FE line 
barely shifts to l~w energy faster than these lines, indicating that the mechanisms giving 
rise to recombJtion are different for FE and 4. 
Excitation Power-Dependerit Analysis 
Since the work of Taguchi et al.,58 who. were among the first to develop a rate 
equation analysis on the exciton and edge emission regions in CdTe, little interest has been 
generated with re use of this type of analysis to other II-VI semiconductors for 
identification of jadiative recombination processes. Use of a recent study by Schmidt et 
al. 44 encompassi4g a more complete approach is adopted here and a model is developed to 
describe the excAion and edge emissions. This will help determine the transitions giving 
rise to 1x and 4. 
The reco I bination transitions considered in the model are shown in Fig. 20, and 
these are free exfitons (FE), two donor-bound excitons (Dl°x and D2°x), an acceptor-
bound exciton (AfX), a free-to-bound (e-A °), a donor-acceptor pair (DAPI) and a bound-
to-free (h-Dj. Ttere is no evidence of this latter transition occuring at low temperatures 
so it will be ignord. Trapping of free carriers by D1° (ground and first excited state), A0 
and D2° are also rnsidered in the diagram. Cl> denotes the generation rate of free electron-
hole pairs and is r~ectly proportional to the laser power and a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, h', i, i', j, 
and k are the trJsition rates for each process. The set of coupled differential equations 
representing the t affic of charge is 
K n t e C a . 










~; =a(l)-n2b-nfNA0 -nh(Nv1 -Nv1°)-nk(Nv2 -Nv2°), (11) 
dNAo g{ ) NAox . 
dt =-njNAl +n NA -NAo -npEeNAo + 'l"A -iNv10NAo, (12) 
dN:10 = -nFE N Dlo + N DIO X + nh(N DI - N DIO )- iN D10N Ao - i' N D10N A0 (13) 
t f"DI 
~20 =-nFE'fNv20 + Nv2ox +nk(Nv2-Nv2a), 
t I TD2 
dNv1ox - bN - Nv1ox . 
dt - nFE Dlo f"DI ' 
dNv2ax =nFE 
dt 





dNAox - r -NAox (17) dt - npEe Ao 'l"A ' 
ddE =bn2 _ qFE -npECN Dlo -npEdN v2o -npEeNAo. (18) t 'fFE 
In the above equJtions, n is the electron concentration (p is the hole concentration and np 
2 = n ), NA, Nm d N02 are the total acceptor and donor (of species Dl and D2) 
concentrations, r spectively; NAo , Nmo and N02o are the neutral acceptor and donor 
concentrations; A°X• Nm°X and N02°X are the concentrations of acceptor- and donor-
bound excitons, is the concentration of free excitons and lit;= lit;+ lit°{ (i = FE, A, 
D 1 or D2) is e total lifetime including radiative and nonradiative terms. The 
nonradiative reco bination processes could be any one of the following: Auger effect, 
surface recombin ltion, or phonon emission. From the quenching data in Fig. 11, it already 
56 
has been explaiJed that the dissociation mechanism for bound excitons results in the 
generation of free excitons and neutral donors and acceptors. This type of pathway is the 
' 
one employed ajd is represented in Eqs. (12)-(18) for each term containing the total 
lifetime. If free excitons are created directly (i.e., when the excitation energy hv is in 
resonance with Eg), then a term composed of the transition rate times ct> would be added 
in Eq. (18). In tts work hv > Eg and this term will be neglected. Also, DAP transitions 
will be ignored fQr the moment. 
Given the many unknowns in Eqs. (11)-(18), it is impossible to solve these 
· 1 . I all . · all · · · b d s· c. equations ana ytic y or numenc y, so certam approximations must e ma e. mce ior 
the excitation power measurements the sample is continuously illuminated creating a 
steady-state condition for each transition in Fig. 20, then all d/dt's = 0. Thus Eq. (11) 
I 
gives 
Two power regi~es can be considered, one at high ct> and the other at low ct>. It will be 
assumed that the concentrations of NAo, N01o and N02o are independent of ct> at low ct>. 
The first term in Eq. (19) describes free exciton recombination, the second term describes 
the e-A0 transitio!, and the third and fourth terms represent trapping of the electron by the 
ionized donors D 1 and D2. 
At low ct>, hNA0 is small with respect to n2 and the e-A0 transition along with the 
trapping terms become dominant, and Eq. (19) becomes ct> ~ nfNAo + nh(N01 - N01o) + 
nk(N02 - Nrno) or 
n oc <J> (20) 
At high ct>, n2 is large with respect to nNA0 and the free exciton term in Eq. (19) 
57 
survives while th e-A0 and the trapping terms are neglected. Eq. (19) takes the form Cl>~ 
n2b or 
n oc q).12_ (21) 
Eqs. (20) and (2 ) simply show the dependence of the free carrier concentration on the 
generation rate. he intensities of the exciton and edge emissions are described below 








In order for Eqs. f 23)-(28) to be useful in the data analysis, they must be written in terms 
of the natural logf thm with respect to Cl> because we are interested in the slope of the In-
In plots. Assumin~ that the transition rates are weakly dependent on Cl>, and using Eq. (22) 
dln]D1ox din/FE dlnND1o ~---==-:~- +~---'=-=--
. d In <P - d In <P d In <P ' 
dln1D2ox =din/FE+ dlnND2o 
d In <P d In <P d In <P ' 
d In I Ao X d In I FE d In N Ao 
d In <P = d In <P + d In <P ' 
dlnle-Ao = dlnn + dlnNAo 
d In <P d In <P d In <P ' 
dln]DAPI dlnN Dlo dlnNAo 
d In <P = d In <P + d In <P ' 
d In] DAPln=2 = d In N DI0 n=2 + d In N Ao 








In deriving the r sults shown in Eqs. (33) and (34), it has been assumed that i and i' are 
independent of . In steady-state, dN01o/dt = dN02o/dt= dNAo/dt = 0 which implies that 
N01o, N02o and N o are all constants. From Eq. (22) 
and 
bn2 =nFE(-1--cND1o -dND2o -eNAo) 'l'FE 
n oc n112 oc / 112 FE FE 
(35) 
(36) 
where the secon· proportionality relation comes from Eq. (22). Given IFE(<I>), I01<>x(<I>), 
I02<>x(<I>), IA°X(<I> , Ie-A0 (<I>), IoAPI(<I>) and IoAPin=2(<I>), from a set of excitation power 
measurements, qs. (29)-(34) can be used in conjunction with Eqs. (20)-(22) and Eq. 
(36) to check w, ether there is agreement between experiment and the model. Since the 
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rate of charge c.arrier traffic changes as the laser power is varied, N01o, N02o and NAo 
change as well. Two assumptions can be made regarding the dependence of impurity 
concentration on <I>. The first one is that at low powers N01o, N02o and NAo are 
independent of<li>~ and at high powers N01o, N02o and NAo depend on <I>. 
At low <I>, k010, N02o and NAo are all constant with respect to <I> and the slopes from 
the power depeldence of Eqs. (29)-(31) all follow that of IFE (i.e., dlnIFidln<l> ~ 1 ). 
Furthermore, in trs regime, Eqs. (32), (33) and (34) take on the form with the help ofEq. 
(20) 
dln]e-Ao = l 
d In {J) ' (37) 
d In I DAPl = din I DAPln=2 = 0 
d In (/) d In (/) · (38) 
At high <I>, however, N01o, N02o and NAo all depend on <I>. This can be viewed easily 




where D1° and D2° are neutral donor atoms, ot and D2+ are ionized donors, A0 is a 
neutral acceptor rnd A" is an ionized acceptor. As thee· and h+ concentrations (i.e., n and 
p) increase due ~o the excitation source, the above chemical equilibria are pushed to the 
left. As a result, iN01o, N02o and NAo all increase with <I>~ and dlnN01o/dln<l>, dlnN02o/dln<l> 
and dlnNAo/dln<l>lare greater than z.ero. This means that dlnNm°"'dln<l>, dlnN02°"'dln<l> and 
dlnNA"X/dln<l> arfr greater than dlnIFE/dln<l> as described by Eqs. (29)-(31). At high <I>, n oc 
<I> 112, then 
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dlnle-AO =05 dlnlAox _dlnlFE (42) 
d In (JJ · + d In (JJ d In (JJ ' 
d ln]DAPI _ d In] Aox din] Dlo x _ 2 d Inf FE (4J) 
d In (JJ - d In (JJ + d In (JJ d In (JJ ' 
dlnfDAPln=2 = dln]AoX + dln]DI0 n=2 X _ 2dln]FE 
d In (JJ d In (JJ d In (JJ d In (JJ · 
(44) 
In order to use l. (44), infonnation for a transition of an exciton bound to the first 
excited state of lhe donor would be needed however, this line is lacking from the PL 
measurements. Fpr the case ofh-D0 (bound-to-free) transitions, the equation has the same 
form as Eq. (42), viz 
d lnlh-Do = 0 5 d Inf D20 - d lnlFE 
d In (JJ • + d In (JJ d In (JJ · (45) 
Not inclu,ed in the above rate equation analysis is recombination of an exciton 
bound to an ionifed donor. The equation for such a process would be represented by 
dNv+x l'N Nv+x 




where Eq. (47) is based on steady-state conditions. In the second term of Eq. (46), it has 
been implicitly Jssumed that an ionized donor and a free exciton are produced after 
dissociation of the bound exciton complex. Proceeding further with Eq. (47), 
dlnlv+x dlnnFE dlnN v+ ------'-~= . +~~=-
d In (JJ d In (JJ d In (JJ ' 
(48) 
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dlnlv+x din/FE dlnN v+ ---=--a~= +--=-
d In (J) d In (J) d In (J) 
(49) 
Considering eith~r equilibrium reaction from Eq. (39) or (40), it can be seen that by 
increasing <I> the reaction is favored to occur to the left, that is, the concentration of D + 
decreases. Thus, lnN0+/dln<l> < 0, and the end result for excitons bound to ionized.donors 
is 
d Inf v+x d In/FE 
-d-ln-==(J)~ < din (J) 
according to Eq. (49) whereas for excitons bound to neutral donors 
dlnfvox dlnJFE 
-d-l--=n ::....aq,=- > d In (J) · 
(50) 
(51) 
For each ionize donor neutralized, a neutral donor is gained from each neutralization 
process and 
d In vo · d In N v+ 
dln(J)=- d/n(J) (52) 
from N0 = N0 o N0 + where as mentioned above, N0 is the total concentration of donors. 
The inequalities iven in Eqs. (50) and (51) provide a valuable tool for identification of 
exciton lines. 
Discussion 
The mod l developed above predicts that the e-A0 transition will have a slope of 
approximately 1 for low <I>. At high <I>, the slopes of e-A0 , DAPl and DAPln=l (not 
calculated) from a low resistivity Zn-extracted sample (.i.e., 30.1 n cm) are represented 
by Eqs. ( 42)-( ) which are all in terms of measurable quantities. Table II shows a 
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TABLE IT 
SLOPEV S FOR VARIOUS PL LINES IN A ZN-EXTRACTED SAMPLE 
Temp Line Observed Calculated Identity 
13 K DAPl 0.74 0.17 
e-A0 0.61 0.62 
ABE 1.26 ~FE 
DBE 1.19 ~FE 
Jgh FE 1.14 
1x 1.28 ~ FE D0X Jgh 
Iv 1.28 A0X? Jgh 
45K e-A0 0.65 0.70 ,gh 
High ABE 1.49 ~FE 
± DBE 1.32 ~FE D0X FE 1.29 lg 
D0X ,gh Ix 1.55 
,gh Iv 1.49 A0X? 
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comparison be een theory and experiment for the 30.1 n cm Zn-extracted specimen. 
First of all, sine the DAPl and the exciton emission intensities are comparable at the 
lowest power, it is believed that all emissions occur in the high excitation extreme, thus 
IIlGH in the tabr As can be seen, it appears that all slope values for exciton emission 
exlnbit only one rawer-dependent regime at 13 and 45 K. The e-A0 transition on the other 
hand, has two stpes, one occurring at low powers with a value of 1. 06 and the other 
occurring at hig powers with a value of 0.61, and agrees well with the model. However, 
disagreement is ound .for DAPl emission between the observed value of 0.74 and the 
calculated value of O .17. The reason for this discrepancy is thought to be due to the 
radiative recom ination rate for DAPl which seems to have a pronounced power 
dependence. In rerospect, the <1>-dependence of i (and i' in Eq. (28)) in Eq. (27) can not 
be ignored for evfn the weakest excitation power. The magnitude of error involved when i 
is neglected can ~e estimated by the following expression for the transition probability, W, 




where B and W are constants, r0 A is the mean donor-acceptor separation as defined 
before and a8 * ls the effective Bohr radius of the impurity with the larger radius. 
Combining Eqs. (53) and (54), taking the natural logarithm and differentiating with 
respect to <I> give 
d lni 2 d(rvA) 




The left-hand side ofEq. (55) indicates that the transition rate increases with an increase in 
I 
ct>. dr0 Jdln<l> is ]negative because r0 A is a decreasing function with respect to ct>, and the 
right-hand side bf Eq. (55) becomes positive. For a random distribution of pairs in the 
I 
lattice, r DA can f e considered as the radius of a spherical shell containing NA acceptor 
impurities of vdlume I/NA = (41t/3)r;A. Making use of this relation, and after some 
mathematical ma~pulation, and using Eq. (31), Eq. (55) becomes 
I 
I 
I dlni 2 ( 3 )113[dln]A 0 X dlnfFEJ 
I d In <P = 9N~{3ai 41! d In <P - d In <P (56) 
I 
I 
To see i~ the above equation gives Eq. (43) a correction in the right order of 
magnitude, assunlle NA - 1015 cm·3 (obtained from the electrical data in the next chapter) 
I 
and a8 * - 30 A (radius of shallow donor in ZnSe), and with use of Table II, dlni/dln<t> -
I 
0.55 from which Eq. (43) now gives a value of 0.72 for the slope of the DAPI line versus 
I 
ct>. In reference to the results of Schmidt et al., 44 and the results quoted therein on other 
published work, it can be concluded that the transition rate should not be ignored when 
I 
the DAPI emissiqn intensity is strongly dependent on the excitation power as is the case in 
the present study! If the intensity is weakly dependent on the power, then the transition 
I 
rate can be ignor~d since the concentration of neutralized impurities increases slowly, thus 
having a negligibl~ effect on i. Justification for these arguments is further supported by the 
plot of the DAPI 1peak position as function of ct> for a Zn-extracted sample shown in Fig. 
I 
21. An increase iq the DAPI peak position with ct> is observed due to the increase of the 
Coulomb interactipn between the donor-acceptor pair (or the decrease of r0 A). At high ct>, 
I 
the peak energy s1ems to decrease possibly due to heat generated at the sample surface. 
I 
An odd f~ature in the Zn-extracted PL spectrum is the presence of the strong 
bound exciton lint Ix, which was briefly introduced in the Thermal Quenching Section 
I 


























Excitation Power (mW) 
Fi e 21. Energy position of the DAPl emission line versus the 
excitation power at 12 K from a Zn-dipped sample with p = 
30.1 n cm. The downward shift in energy at high powers is 
believed to be due to heating from the intense laser beam. 
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the past. The ~ifficulty with this assignment is that at low temperatures most donors 
should be neutrkl since the thermal energy of the lattice is many times lower than the 
l 
effective-mass donor binding energy (- 29 me V) despite the material being highly 
i 
compensated. If this situation is manifested in our samples, then the emission intensity of 
I 
I2 should be larger than Ix. Since this is not the case, it seems that recombination leading 
I 
' 
to the emergenc~ oflx is due to something other than an ionized donor. 
i 
To clarify this, Eq. (50) shows that if the slope of Ix is less than that of IFE• then it 
I 
is due to an ioniked DBE. If Ix involves neutral donors, then the slope of Io°x should be 
greater than IFE ~s indicated by Eq. (51). Examination of the values at 13 Kin Table Il 
suggest that I, i~ due to a neutral DBE, and the same conclusion is arrived at 45 K. The 
question whethe~ this donor state is shallow or deep is also a matter of some debate. The 
temperature vari~tion of the intensity of the DAPI line illustrates that the donor state 
involved in this erussion quenches at about 20 K as seen in Fig. 1 l(b). So the existence of 
Ix above this temherature should not be possible if Ix were due to an exciton bound to the 
I 
donor giving rise[to DAPI which has been ionized above 20 K.. Since Ix is still observed 
at 45 K, this line! must be due to a neutral DBE of a different specie-maybe a deeper 
donor. Again, t~s could be the same donor responsible for the h-D0 transition. Further 
results on 1x will ,e presented in the Stress Dependence section. 
Referring \to Table Il, the slope of Iv is in the range of values for exciton emission 
I 
at 13 and 45 K. This immediately points to the possibility of the line attributed to exciton-
I 
related luminescey ce. It is worthwhile mentioning that the slope of Iv is nearly equal to the 
slope of ABE at 13 and 45 K which seems to support the idea that an ABE transition is 
the mechanism rrl sponsible for this line. Also worthy of mention is the considerable 
difference betwee I the values of the slopes for FE and Iv which suggests that Iv is not FE-
ILO. I 
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At very I w powers, the spectra show a peak at 2. 7049 e V along with its phonon 
replicas. The ene gy separation between this line and the DAPl emission line is 13.9 meV. 
As stated earlier, the binding energy for the donor involved in DAPl luminescence is 18.5 
me V which give a difference between its ground state energy and the first excited state 
energy of 13.8 Lev. Based solely on this, and the fact that the 2.7049 eV line is 
accompanied by tho.non ~ssiOn as is the case .with the ground state D~l ~sion line, 
the 2.7049 eV peak 1s attnbuted to the first excited state of the donor g1vmg nse to DAPl 
and is labeled asjDAPl 0=2• Similar observations have been reported by Zhang et al. 52 on 
MBE-grown ma erials. It has been suggested that OAP n=2 is due to the R-series OAP 
emission involvinb a Li; as the donor. 110 However, this cannot be the case because then an 
additional DBE hne would be observed besides the 12 peak typically seen in our Zn-
extracted samplet The PL spectra always showed this line. 
Uniaxial Stress Effects on Exciton Emission 
The effec s of strain on exciton luminescence can yield much insight into electronic 
band structure-re~ated parameters such as deformation potential constants (i.e., the energy 
shift per unit strln in solids) and information about radiative recombination mechanisms. 
This should be ~articularly useful for identifying some of the controversial transitions 
occurring in the exciton-emission region of ZnSe. Before getting into the discussion of 
experimental res Its, the theory of stress-induced splitting of valence band states observed 
in optical spectrl will be covered first. An attempt to "reinvent the wheel" regarding 
mathematical de ·vations will not be made here. However, the theory will be attacked 
from a qualitativ perspective in moderate detail. A detailed derivation beginning with the 
total strain H . b C. d' th 1· 60-63 oruan can e 1oun m e 1terature. 
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Theory 
It was shown in Fig. 2 of Chapter I that the valence band is four-fold degenerate 
for the J = 3/2 b I d and two-fold degenerate for the J = 1/2 band at k = 0 for unstrained 
material, and ar separated by the spin-orbit splitting energy, Es-o. Application of stress 
splits the J = 3/2 orbitals into two doubly degenerate bands with J = 3/2, Il1_j = ±1/2 as the 
light-hole band rd J = 3/2, II1_j = ±3/2 as the heavy-hole band. The band structure for 
unstrained and strained material at k = 0 is shown in Fig. 22 for a zincblende type crystal. 
For an unstraineJ crystal with wurtzite structure, the bands look like that· shown for the 
strained case of te zincblende structure where the J = 3/2 and J = 1/2 valence bands are 
split by the cryst field, and the J = 3/2, Il1_j = ± 1/2 and J = 3/2, Il1_j = ±3/2 states are split 
by the spin-orbit linteraction. 43 It is generally observed that under compressive stress, the 
light-hole band Joves "up" and the heavy-hole band moves "down" with respect to the 
"center of gravit of the energy diagram.'""" Although observed rarely, for tensile stress 
the light-hole b,d moves "down" and the heavy-hole band seems to move "up" slowly. In 
isotropic crystalsJ uniaxial compressive stress is equivalent to biaxial stress which occurs in 
a plane perpendi~ to the uniaxial direction and tlws the material parameters in the 
uniaxial case mimic the effects of the parameters caused by biaxial strain resulting from the 
lattice mismatch · heteroepitaxial layers. 
Characte · stic of stressed samples is the polarization dependence of optical 
transitions. Sho l in the inset of Fig. 22(b) are polarized transitions that take place when 
the valence band 1s split. The polarization or electric dipole selection rules Am = 0 and Am 
= ±1 predict that ~on due to the J = 1/2, m; = ±1/2 state in the valence band will have 
x- and cr-polarizjd components whereas the same state from the conduction band to the J 
= 3/2, Il1_j = ±3/2 ~tate in the valence band will only be a-polarized. 74 
At low ~resses, the shift of the light-hole band toward low energy and the 












. J=3/2, m_;=3/2 
J=1/2, ~=1/2 
Strained 
Fi re 22. Schematic diagram of the band structure at the r point for (a) 
strained and (b) unstrained material. The inset shows the 
splitting of the valence band at I = 3/2, ~ = ±1/2 and 
corresponding ,c- and a-polarized transitions. All IIl_j values 
have the ± symbol. 
I w 
I 
high stresses, th~ former band takes on a nonlinear stress dependence while the latter one 
generally stays linear. The linearity of the heavy- and light-hole components at low stress 
is a consequencd of the stress-induced, linear splitting energy (Es) being much smaller than 
Es-o so that only ]the first order term in the perturbation calculation is retained. As a result 
of this, the stress-induced coupling between the J = 3/2 and J = 1/2 valence bands is very 
weak. When Es ils not<< Es-o• the second order term becomes significant and the coupling 
between the J = b/2 and J = 1/2 states becomes dominant with the ~et effect that the light-
h 1 b d · I nl' d d 60,61,67 o e an acqmr~s a no mear stress epen ence. 
The equations governing the type of stress behavior described above for heavy-
I 
and light-holes are given by67 
I i 
L1Emj=±312 = a(S11 + 2S12)z+ 2 Es, (57) 
LIEm,=±112 = a(S11 + 2S12)z-1 E.( 1 + E~~o), (58) 
where the .1Es Je the fractional change in energy for each band and Es is defined above. 
For the (100), (I ~O) and (111) crystal planes it has the following forms, 
E[100J = 2b(S11 - S12)x, (59) 
(60) 
I 
E[11IJ = d ~ z. (61) 
In Eqs. (57)-(61), a is the hydrostatic deformation potential constant of the bandgap 
which represents\ the shift of the orbital bands (strain from the contribution of spin is 
neglected since itf effect is small), b and d are the orbital shear ( or uniaxial) deformation 
! 
potential consta4ts pertaining to strains in tetragonal and rhombohedral symmetries, 
respectively, S11,1 S12 and S44 are the elastic compliance coefficients (Table I). In this 
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study, only Eqs. (57)-(59) are important and it will be assumed that the stress dependence 
on the exciton b" ding is small so that it can be ignored. 
Discussion 
Depictel in Fig. 23 are the stress-induced splitting of exciton states. The 7t- and a-
luminescence sp!ctra for the zero stress case (Fig. 15 and 16) illustrate the same number 
of peaks and . tructure. The a-emission spectrum exhibits an overall decrease in 
luminescence in nsity by about a factor of 4 compared to the ,c-polarization case. Two 
conclusions can be drawn from these remarks: (1) the so-called "zero stress" spectrum 
show signs of r . idual strain perhaps due to the manner in which the crystals are grown, 
and (2) since bo 7t- and a-emission spectra at "zero stress" have equal numbers of lines, 
the luminescenc transitions appear to terminate at the light-hole band because of the 
polarization d+ence of these lines and their energies. An upward linear shift is 
observed for those emissions due to the heavy-hole band and a downward shift is seen for 
transitions due tt the light-hole band at low stress. as shown in the figure. Based on the 
increase in en..., for rising stress. FE"" and I':' are assigned to the heavy-hole component 
of FE and I,, re~lely. Likewise, FE• and f,' are the light-hole components because of 
their decrease , energy. At high stresses, all lines decrease in energy and become 
nonlinear. The downward shift of the heavy-hole transitions could be due to the increased 
coupling with ~ light-hole emissions with stress because of the mixing between the J = 
3/2, m; = ±1/2 t J = 1/2, m; = ±1/2 bands. The range of splitting between FEbh and FE• 
is between 2.6 d 1.3 meV whereas~ and I~ is between 1.2 and 0.6 meV. It should be 
emphasized that the splitting of the former is larger than that· of the latter, and is 
consistent with r ported values of 2.4 and 1.6 meV, respectively by Giapis et al. 68 and 
with other values determined elsewhere.69"70 
A peculi feature of the stress data in Fig. 15 is a high energy peak at 2.8032 eV 
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Figu e 23. · Splitting of the FE and 12 transitions from a Zn-extracted, 
SPVT ZnSe sample. The graph has been corrected for the 
built-in strain for the sample unintentionally stressed. E5 
shows the amount of splitting with stress, and the curved fit 
was accomplished using Eq. (58). 
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polariton branc of FE) in reference to a paper on polaritons in ZnSe; with FELP and the 
l . b h, FEUP • l . . d" 71'72 Al "d upper po anton ranc , seen m 1t-po anzat1on stu 1es. so, evi ence 
confirming the tstence of polaritoos demands that at least the lower branch be present. 81 
Although the .Polariton is not the main topic .of this thesis, a short discussion is presented 
for the sake of Jompleteness. When photons with hv > E8 are absorbed in a sample, they 
generate e-h p+ which are free to migrate in the crystal. Eventually, they diffuse to the 
band edges aftel loosing some energy by thermalization, defects and/or other scattering 
processes. If th ir net energy is lower than E8-that is in resonance with excitons-then 
they form pol ltons which are dipole-active excitons coupled to photons.81 When the 
polariton is fo , ed, the E vs k dispersion diagram of the exciton and photon give rise to 
upper and lowe polariton branches for the polarization (i.e., the electric polarization of a 
medium) and ej.ctric field vectors of the exciton parallel (thus longitudinal exciton) and 
perpendicular ( ansverse exciton) to the wavevector, respectively. The two branches are 
separated by w at is called the longitudinal-transverse splitting energy, LIBLT, which is 
about 1.45 meV in ZnSe. This means that when k8T ~ LIBLT, polaritons cease to exist and 
excitons remain in the crystal. Proceeding with the data analysis, it is possible that the 
lower polariton branch is overlapping .. with FElh however. Furthermore, it is likely that 
FELP could exis alone since mixing of other bands can occur with stress. It is interesting 
to note that Trhi and Yao" assigned the 2.8051 and 2.8009 eV lines as lower 
polariton branchl and exciton, respectively with no clear explanation. 
The assirment of the DBE line at 2.7950 eV as Ix is often mixed in the literature 
with 13 (an ioniied DBE) or with I~ (the light-hole component of 12). These latter two 
assignments are refuted within the framework of this study for two reasons. Firstly, the 
stress-dependen spectra in Fig. 16 show the introduction of two additional lines for a-
polarization rat er than three. Both FElh and I~ become paired with their heavy-hole 
counterparts, hh and I~, respectively but no additional peak is observed for Ix. This 
latter feature is onsistent with deep levels since the impurity wavefunction is spread out 
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over a large re ion in k-space (or localized in r-space according to the Heisenberg 
uncertainty prin iple: LixL\p lll::! 1i ), allowing the electron to "see" more of the conduction 
band structure ~ just than just its minimum at the r point. Secondly, the variation of 
the Ix ~~~ positjon with stress is different t~an the o~her pe~ plotted in ~ig. 23. ~l lines 
show 1rut1ally a linear stress dependence while Ix vanes nonlinearly. Also, m the regime at 
high stress, the .lape of the I, curve is in the form of an upward parabola whereas for the 
rest of the lines i~ points downward. Taken altogether, the origin of the Ix emission is that 
of recombinatioA of an exciton bound to a deep neutral donor. As a consequence of this 
assignment, the ~eat 2.7949 eV in Fig. 14 has been labeled as I, and the one at 2.7965 
e V as I~ in viei of the above analysis and from PL studies of Ga dip-treated samples 
which showed a line at 2.7967 eV. This peak corresponds to a neutral Ga DBE and has 
been previously bserved in Ga-related materials.75"77 
The linear hydrostatic deformation potential constant obtained in this work 
represents the sll.ft of the conduction band relative to the average of the valence bands, 
and is calculated by fitting the first term in Eq. (57) to the shift of the center of gravity 
(CG) ofthe ban gap. This type of analysis using the CG has been employed before.62 In a 
similar manner, he hydrostatic deformation potential constant for the conduction band 
relative to either the heavy- or light-hole band can be found reliably by fitting Eq. (57) or 
(58) to FEhh or llh since exciton states are pinned to the band edge and should follow 
the bandgap. Toi get the shear deformation potential constant of the bandgap, the linear 
splitting energy s defined in Eq. (59) is used. (That is, the emission energy of FElh is 
subtracted from he emission energy of FEhh and the resulting line is then fit with the use 
Eq. (59).) Befor fitting CG, it is necessary to find the point where FEhh and FElh intersect 
which will be so ewhere along the negative stress axis. Doing this gives an extrapolated 
value of -0.247 bar, and as implied above, this means that the crystal is slightly stressed. 
Since this value i not small compared to the range of stress applied to the samples in this 
study, it will not be ignored. Thus this correction factor has been added to all data points 
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graph. In the ab ence of residual stress, all of the unstrained FE emission appears to come 
from the light- ole component since the calculated recombination energy is 2.8012 eV. 
With E- = 0.4~ eV (Ref. 43), the best fit obtained is shown in Table m for compressive 
stress taken as f egative. Here ac and ~ are the linear hydrostatic deformation potentials 
for the conductibn band and the average of the valence bands, respectively; a = ac - ~ and 
a and 13 are thJ linear and quadratic pressure coefficients representative of hydrostatic 
pressure ~~ents. Several remarks can be made regarding Table m. The values of a 
reporte~ m the·1t~rature range from -3.0 t.o -5.8 e~. However, the calculated value of a 
from this work 1s smaller than these values. This could be due to the weak stress 
dependence of he conduction band as observed from the table (i.e., ac is small in the 
SPVT samples). The value ofb from FElh seems to be in agreement with only one value 
in the table but the value most frequently quoted in the literature is -1.2 eV, and may 
indicate that the deformation potentials are unique from sample to sample. Furthermore, 
fitting Eq. (58) ,o the FElh line (shown in the graph) gives a value for a and b of -13.7 
and -2.5 eV, retpectively. Converting the fim term in Eq. (58) to the linear pressure 
coefficient, a, 4ves a value of -7. 7 me V\kbar and is in the same order of magnitude as 
that for the bfd gap as calculated from Shan et al 78 by hydrostatic pressure 
measurements oh similar SPVT materials. If the discrepancies of the values in the table 
are due to experilental error, then it is possible that the sample experienced a nonuniform 
distnbution of ~s. Otherwise, the deformation potentials can be taken as being 
characteristic of bur SPVT materials. 
TABLE ID 
3v ac a b 
(e (eV) (eV) (eV) 
Eg -1.8 -0.37 
FEhh 0.12 -0.67 
FElh -13.7 -2.5 
Van de 1.6 -4.17 -5.82 -1.2 
Walle82 
Langer et -3.0 -1.2 
al43 




*Pressure defined as negative 
• ·Range of valur exist for a and b based. on different analyses 
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PL pro,des a very sensitive means of detecting and identifying certain impurities 
in semiconductors. Of interest, however, is the concentration of impurities but these are 
difficult to obtai , because it is not a simple. matter to draw a correlation between the PL 
intensity and th . concentration of a given impurity although some attempts have been 
made in the paJt to do this.79 Nevertheless, the impurity concentration along with its 
ionization ener , mobility and free carrier density can be detennined by electronic 
transport studies from using data from Hall effect measurements. This work reports some 
peculiar features of the activation energy, E, and electron mobility. For example, analysis 
of Hall data for r Zn-extracted sample reveals that E is much smaller that the effective-
mass donor ioniration energy and that the low-temperature mobility values are much 
higher than anticipated for the calculated impurity concentrations. 
Experimental Details 
The sam les used for the Hall experiments were SPVT, Zn-extracted n-type ZnSe 
single crystals. etails of the SPVT method and other Zn-dip treatment process have 
already been de+bed in Chapter II. Prior to attaching contacts the samples were etched 






Laboratories. The ohmic contact material was formed by soldering In beads in a van der 
Pauw configuraJion and typically, the overall sample size was less than 1 cm x 1 cm x 
Imm in volume. I. After performing PL measurements, some samples were sent back to EP 
for Hall effect testing, but problems with contact formation were encountered because a 
I 
thin residual film of Si grease had remained on the crystal surface after cleaning with 
I 
acetone. (Recall that Si grease is used in PL experiments to attach samples to the cold 
stage of the cJostat.) However, the film was painstakingly removed with bromine-
methanol. For tl)e C-V measurements, a Schottky diode configuration was formed using a 
Schottky contac1 and an ohmic contact on the same (111) face of a sample. Formation of 
I 
the diode was performed with successive layers of Au and Pt while evaporated Au was 
I 
used for the ohmic electrode. The latter contacts remained ohmic down to liquid nitrogen 
temperatures. 
Cryogenic Hall Effect Procedure 
I 
The Hall measurements were performed by staff at Eagle-Picher Laboratories in Miami, 
I 
OK and the raw data sent to OSU for analysis. Low-temperature electrical testing of 
ZnSe was carried out by using a closed loop cryogenic cold head and an automated 
electrical test staJion. The test station was set up to perform resistivity and Hall mobility 
I 
I 
measurements de~cribed by the van der Pauw technique and ASTM F76 (lamellar 
specimens.) Datt acquisition and control was accomplished using an IEEE-488 control 
interface connected to a microcomputer. Connected to IEEE bus are relay switching and 
I . 
magnet controls, Hall voltage and magnetic field meters. The relay control outputs are 
used to control silielded reed relays which route the excitation current and voltage output 
I 
connections from[ and to the sample. Some of these relays are switched so that a constant 
I 
current can be ap~lied to two of the four sample contacts with the voltmeter connected to 
I 
the remaining coritacts to measure the electric field or Hall voltage. 
I 
During t e portion of the experiments which take data for calculating the Hall 
mobility, the cu ent from the magnet power supply is controlled via the interface bus. 
The output of a calibrated Hall probe is amplified and directed to another voltmeter 
connected to thJ interface for feedback control of the magnet. Current is applied to the 
magnet through set of wired, relay-controlled contractors to allow reversing of the 
magnet current. 
The sample is attached to the cold stage of the cryogenic system by a teflon clip 
and isolated fro the stage by a strip of teflon tape. Contact to the sample is made by 
four wires which exit the cold head through a teflon compression fitting. A radiation 
shield is placed ver the cold finger and sample, and a vacuum shroud that is compatible 
with the magnet ap is secured to the cryo head. Once the head reaches a vacuum of 
approximately 1 millitorr, the vacuum shroud is centered in the magnet gap and the 
cryogenic syste started. At this time, the desired temperature is input to the cryo head 
controller. 
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When th, automated testing begins, a bias current is applied to two adjacent 
contacts of the s~ecimen and the resultant voltage is measured at the remaining two. This 
voltage is comp,ed at 30 second intervals, and when the change is below a predetermined 
limit, the actual tjsting begins. In this way, the sample itself determines when it is at the 
temperature setprnt. Subsequent test temperatures are entered manually at the cryo head 
controller and pie testing proceeds as above. 
Analysis of Data 
Electrical Data 
earner concentrations in n-type material is generally 
obtained from th Hall coefficient (R8 ) by the expression n = -1/( eR8 ) where e is the 
electronic charge Usually, information about impurities is desired as well since their 
80 
presence in the lattice can either enhance or cause adverse effects on the electrical 
) 
conductivity. approximate relation can be developed to calculate their densities in 
compensated materials with the use of Fermi statistics .. The most common approach is to 
assume that the density of donors is described by a single donor level in the presence of 
compensating ac I ptor states with the additional condition that all acceptor levels are fully 
ionized. Justific tion of this condition applies to n-type material. Since the donors are 
less than I 00% compensated regardless of how small the density of compensating 
impurities even t T = 0 K, the Fermi level starts at the donor ionization energy and 
decreases with I increase in temperature for highly compensated samples. The 
assumption is e en valid in the presence of several donor states as long as the 
concentration of his single donor level is much higher than the other donor impurities. It 
was shown in C apter II that the transition giving rise to the h-D0 PL line involved a 
relatively deep donor level. However, to adhere to the assumption of a single donor, the 
concentration of re deep donor will be assumed small compared to the assumed single 
donor level. Thisl is justified by the fact that the low temperature PL does not show a 
transition involving the deep donor state, and the room temperature emission is many 
orders of magnibde smaller than the emissions observed at low temperature. The 
expression obtainld for this case is the widely known compensation equation, 
no(NA +no) = Ne e-E lkBT 
Nv-NA-no g 
(62) 
where n0 is the eq· "librium free carrier concentration, N0 is the density of donor states, NA 
the density of ac eptors, E is the ionization energy of the donor, g is the ground-state 




Equation (62) is valid at any temperature provided n0 is not large enough to invoke 
complications o~I degeneracy that is, exp ~ - EJ = nJNc· To avoid this, it is required that 
Ep be several kT below Ee so that Eq. (62) can be applicable. In order to use this equation 
to fit the data, n0 is solved from a quadratic expression with only the positive root having 
physical signific ce. Then N0 and NA are used· as fitting parameters and their values are 
thus determined Usually of concern are errors in the values of N0 and NA due to 
contributions to the free carrier concentration from intrinsic carriers and from deep lying 
levels at high te peratures. However, these are not a factor here because 11;(296 K) -
1010 cm"3 and t e density of deep level impurities have been substantially reduced by the 
Zn-dip process. 
In the ere when the density of donor atoms is very high-and thus closely 
spaced-the carrier wave functions between neighboring atoms begin to overlap. 
Although the ,ect of overlap is small. this causes the formation of impurity bands to 
occur and consequently an impurity band conduction process becomes possible. Here, for 
example, the elJtron from a donor tunnels (or hops) through an adjacent donor without 
activation into tie conduction band. Such impurity conductivity will have a measurable 
effect at low teJperatures and will be characterized by a small activation energy ( denoted 
82 or 83) from th E term in Eq. (62).80'84 
Hall mo ility measurements can provide valuable insight into the electronic 
transport chara eristics of crystals when different types of scattering mechanisms are 
II-VI compounds, it appears that a number of reports included different 
combinations of several mechanisms to describe the mobility. From previous studies of 
the mobility in nSe, scattering by ionized impurities, polar optical-phonons, acoustic 
82 
deformation po ntial and piezoelectric phonons have been found to be dominant. 85"87 
Before examinin the temperature dependence of the mobility, it is convenient to estimate 
at this point, whlt the possible scattering mechanisms would be by checking whether their 
mobility values ke in the right order of magnitudes as that from the experimental data. For 
I .. 
examp~e, it has l.een suggested .that the acoust~c and pi~zoelectric terms do not ~ave an 
appreciable effect on the scattenng because their theoretical values are·4o (acoustic term) 
and I 00 (piezoelectric term) times smaller than the measured values. 88 Applying the same 
argument to this study gives a mobility that is 3 7 and 40 I times larger than that measured, 
respectively. No "thstanding this, the acoustic term will still be taken into account in the 
present analysis. PL measurements have revealed the presence ofDAP transitions as noted 
in Chapter II. It is worth emphasizing that crystals which exhibit high mobility have been 
known to contai defect pairs or DAP. Defect pairs have a tendency to scatter carriers 
inefficiently sine! the Coulomb field of an isolated charged center is reduced when paired 
I 
with an oppositely charged center. 
The moJility data from the samples in this study are examined with the above 
scattering mechksms taken into consideration and the use of Mathiessen's rule. This is 
based on the astption that for different types of scattering centers, the reciprocal of the 
total time of a farrier between collisions is equal to the sum of the reciprocal of the 
independent sca,ering time from each center.89 The rule applies to the mobility since it is 
directly related tb the scattering time, thus: 
1 1 1 1 1 
-= +-+-+--
µ µi or pair µN µpol µadp 
(64) 
where µi or pair is he mobility due to either ionized impurity scattering or pair scattering as 
will be discussed later in the analysis; and µN, µadp and µpo1 are the mobilities for neutral 
impurity, acoust[ c phonon deformation potential and polar optical phonon scattering, 
respectively. T e mobility equation for ionized impurity scattering is known as the 
83 
Brooks-Herring ormula.90 The expression describing this type of scattering is based on 
I 
electrons interac~ing with the Coulomb field of ionized impurity atoms which are arranged 
I 
randomly in the lrttice and thus scatter independently. In MKS units, 
(65) 
where E and e0 are the dielectric constant and permitivity of free space, respectively; Z is 
the effective chj~e and N1 (= N~ + N.J is the total ionized impurity concentration and 
I 
(66) 
Here n (= N; -N.J is the total number of carriers and all other terms have their usual 
meaning. Substiluting all relevant parameters for ZnSe into Eqs. (65) and (66), and 








3.2816x105(T I 300 K)312 
cm2 I Vs (67) 
P= 1.903x1014 T2 In (68) 
have also derived a similar relation for ionized impurity 
scattering where they arbitrarily "cut off' the scattering cross section to half the mean 
distance between neighboring impurities. This is unlike considering the screened Coulomb 
potential of each ion as calculated quantum mechanically by Brooks and Herring, which 
gives a more ace rate result. 
84 
Conside ng the mobility due to pair scattering instead of µi in Eq. ( 64), 92 
(69) 
where R is the d'pole distance (or donor-to-acceptor separation), NP is the concentration 
of pairs and 
f( y2) = [2( I + I/ ~ )- y2 In( I + 2 / y2 )]-l 
1+2/y 
with the dimensi nless parameter 
(70) 
(71) 
n (= N; - NJ is the free carrier concentration. In numerical form, and in CGS units, Eq. 
( 69) becomes 
µpair_ . 2.1283xI06(T 1300 K)112 f(y2) cm2 /Vs 
Z2 (NP I I 016 cm-3 )(RI I 0-6 cm )2 
(72) 
and 
y2 = 1.5357 x10-14n / T2 . (73) 
The derivrion ofEq. (69) is based on the theory of ionized impurity scattering by 
Brooks· and Hejg except that the screened coulomb potential is that of a dipole. The 
second term in q. ( 64) occurs predominantly at very low temperatures since the 
85 
concentration o ionized impurities is reduced by carrier freeze-out and scattering due to 
phonons is redu ed by phonon freeze-out. Scattering caused by neutral impurities is 
analogous to th problem of scattering of low-energy electrons by a gas and can be 
expanded to the ase of that in crystals.93 In MKS units, 
(74) 
where a; (= ea/(m:/Il\,)) is the effective Bohr radius of the impurity and NN is the 
concentration o neutral impurities. After substituting the appropriate parameters in Eq. 
(74) and in CGS units, 
2.8174x104 
µN = NN II016cm-3 cm
2 /Vs (75) 
Polar op ical phonon scattering, the third term in Eq. (64), is due to scattering of 
free carriers by t.• induced electric polarization setup from vibrations of optical modes 
with a large dip!e moment. The polar coupling constant which describes the strength of 
interaction betw. en the electron and phonon (i.e., it represents twice the number of virtual 
phonons interact·, g with a carrier moving slowly in its band) is given by 
(76) 
where 8.., is the ·gh-frequency dielectric constant and m1.0 is the LO phonon frequency. 
The conductivity due to optical modes in polar semiconductors has been calculated with 
use of the vari tional method.94 Using a similar approach, Ziman95 has derived an 
expression fort e mobility. Written here in a slightly different form to conform to the 
notation of Ref. I, this expression becomes, 
86 
0.871 ez -1 -~ 2 / 
µpol= ( • ) 112 G(z)e cm Vs 
alimLo me Im z 
(77) 
where a. (=0.54) i"s the coupling constant introduced above, 1iww is the energy of the LO 
phonon in eV, z I 1iwwlk.8T, and G(z)e -1; is a slowly varying function which is tabulated 
in Ref. 94. The clegree of accuracy of Eq. (75) can be obtained for any desired order of 
G(z)e·!;. In the ndn-degenerate limit low temperature regime (i.e., z large), and neglecting 
G(z)e-1;, the mobi ity takes the form 
0.868 ez -1 cm2 /Vs 
µ pol = aJi ( * I ) 112 
aJLO me m z 
(78) 
The fou h term in Eq. (64) is due to scattering by acoustic phonons which is 
based on deformation potential theory.90 The effect of this scattering term on the mobility 
is not as large aJ that for polar optical phonons since the electron-phonon interaction is 
due to the sm er dipole moment resulting from the acoustic lattice vibrations. The 
mobility expressi n in this case 'is 
2(2n-)112 eh4 Du; 
µaap = 3 s12(k T)312 E2 
me B 1 
(79) 
Here D is the terial density, u1 is the longitudinal sound velocity and E1 (or ac from 
Chapter II) is the deformation potential of the conduction band. The value of Du; has been 
calculated to be 8.59 x · 1011 and 8.88 x 1011 dyn/cm2 at 300 and 12 K, respectively.59 
Since the temp+ dependence is small, the average value ofS.735 x 1011 dyn/cm2 will 
be used. Regarding E 1, several values of the deformation potential were presented in 
Chapter II alonglwith some calculated values from this work. However, only values for 
the band gap (i. ., a) were obtained. This value could be obtained as a curve fitting 
87 
parameter but tpe value of -4 .17 e V will be employed. 82 Substituting the appropriate 
I 
constants, this r~lation becomes 
! 
µadp = 2.434x104(300 KI T)312 cm2 I Vs (80) 
Results and Discussion 
Figure J shows the temperature dependence of the free carrier density for three 
low resistivity, Zln-extracted n-type samples ranging from 4.16 to 30.1 n cm. The carrier 
concentration fo~ each sample shows two temperature regimes, one at low temperatures 
I 
denoted as the i "freeze-out" region and the other at higher temperatures termed the 
"exhaustion" re~on. The former region occurs when the thermal energy of the lattice is 
not sufficient to lionize any donors (or acceptors). As the temperature rises, the donors 
ionize and the c~er concentration becomes independent of temperature as shown in the 
later region. Birely noticeable in the figure is a slight increase of carrier concentration 
! 
near room temperature, which is typically characteristic of intrinsic effects. While donor 
ionization is takihg place, some bonds begin to break as a result of the increased kinetic 
energy of electrlns in the valence band with temperature, and are subsequently excited 
into the conduction band (thus intrinsic). At elevated temperatures, many bonds are 
broken and the ihtrinsic carrier concentration becomes larger than the density of donated 
electrons makinJ n increase. After letting g=2 for donor states, all three sets of data were 
i 
fit by Eq. (62) aid the parameters extracted from the analysis are shown in Table IV. 
Several ~eatures are worthy of mention. (1) As the resistivity increases from 
I 
sample to sample, N0 and NA (or NJ increase, but N0 - NA decreases. (2) The 
I 
compensation rario, K (= NiN0 ) which defines how many donor electrons become 
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Fi e 24. Free carrier concentration as a :function of temperature for 
three Zn-dipped SPVT samples with p = 4.86, 6.6 and 6.9 .Q 
cm. The corresponding fits are shown as well. 
p 
... -'tABLEJ1'~ --~ 
PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM HALL MEASUREMENTS 
FOR THREE SAMPLES 
No NA No-NA . K=NA/No E .n0 (295 K) 
(n cm) (1016 cm-3) (1016 cm-3) (1015 cm-3) (o/o) (meV) (1 O 15 cm-3) 
4.86 2.25 2.06 1.9 . 92.0 3.81 · 1.94 
6.60 4.17 4.02 . 1.5 96.4 2.97 1.56 




holes, goes up from 92% to 98% and the large values clearly show that the samples are all 
highly comp,ed. (3) The free carrier concentralion at room temperature is seen to 
agree well with he calculated N0 - NA values and suggests that the single donor level 
assumed in Eq. 162) is justifiable. (4) A peculiar point to be made from the table is the 
lowering of E s the impurity concentration increases. The donor binding energies 
calculated from Eq. (62) do not conform to the effective-mass donor ionization energy of 
approximately 21 meV. Results of this type from other compensated materials have been 
observed in MBE, 96 MOCVD97 and other bulk crystals. 98 (The behavior of E will be 
explained in the iurther Discussion Section). 
CapacitJce-voltage (C-V) measurements can provide information on the free 
carrier concentralion in the region of the junction. In Fig. 25 is shown a 1/C2 vs. V plot of 
a Schottky diodJ formed from a Zn-extracted, SPVT ZnSe sample of resistivity slightly 
higher than thosJ shown in Table N. For a material with a uniform distribution of doped 
impurities, the I C2 against V gives the doping density N (= N0 - N.J which is the 
concentration of shallow-level impurities compensated by any deep level states present. 
The expression t calculate the doping density or for that matter the carrier concentration 
. h . f I . . . 99 





where C is the rpacitance in the depletion region, e is the dielectric constant, e is the 
electronic charg , V is the applied voltage and VO is the built-in potential ( or contact 
potential) at theljunction. The Schottky diode along with other diodes from similarly 
treated specimeJs gave N0 -NA values of approximately l.5xl015 cm·3 in very good 
agreement with all measurements. 
Depicted in Fig. 26 is the temperature dependence of the electron mobility for the 
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i fii25. l/C2 versus V plot from a Schottky diode formed on a Zn-extracted, SPVT ZnSe crystal. The slope of the line yielded 
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Fi e 26. The change of carrier mobility with temperature for the three 
samples shown in Fig. 24. The mobilities are high for bulk 
material. 
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ZnSe and the ml.bility maximum appears at very low temperatures. The maximum value 
for the mobility lis approximately l.5x104 cm2Ns at about 20 K for the lowest resistivity 
material and from that point it decreases with temperature. Slightly lower mobility values 
were reported b~ Aven100, but with the maximum occurring at 50 K, for samples which 
had been repeatJdly Zn-dipped. Aven attributed the high mobility to the removal of deep 
acceptor states Juring the Zn-extraction process. Another feature noted in our samples is 
that the room tetperature mobility range from 596-662 cm2Ns, and just for comparison 
purposes only, hese are higher than measured values of 430-550 cm2Ns from MBE-
grown samples. t' The temperature dependence of the electron mobility encountered in 
the literature typf cally increases until it peaks (typically between 40 and 60 K) followed by 
a decrease, all alrng with rising temperature. This is in contrast to the results presented in 
Fig. 26 where tl.e mobility begins at a high value and then decreases with an increase in 
temperature. A similar trend in the mobility data has been observed in CdS single crystals 
supplied by BJ-Picher laboratories which were grown by a vapor technique. 102 A final 
point to be mad1 is that the mobility maximum at very low temperatures is reduced as the 
sample resistivi~ goes up because of the increase in scattering centers due to a 
corresponding J~rease in impurity concentration. 
Figure 2J shows plots of the mobility versus temperature for different scattering 
mechanisms witJ some plots calculated using Eqs. (65)~(80). The expressions governing 
the other scatterihg processes have been used with parameters appropriate to bulk ZnSe as 
reported in the lif erature. As can be seen; in order for acoustic deformation potential and 
piezoelectric scarering to have a substantial contribution to the mobility, the measured 
mobility data must be in a range between 106 and 108 cm2Ns at high temperatures as 
shown in the fi re. But as argued earlier, only the acoustic term will be included in the 
analysis of the m bility since its room temperature value is nearer to that of the measured 
data than the pie oelectric term. The decrease in mobility as the temperature is raised is 
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Fi 27. Theoretical plots of the mobility showing the range of values 
for each scattering mechanism. 
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dominant portion of the low-temperature mobility over the ionized impurity term because 
of the reduction Jn the Coulomb field for the latter process when paired with an oppositely 
charged center, ls explained earlier. The mobility due to both pair and ionized impurity 
scattering increales with an increase in temperature due to the gain in kinetic energy of the 
faster electrons. jscattering due to neutral impurities is temperature-independent at very 
low temperature as represented by the straight line. The line has been extended to I 00 K 
for clarity but thl impurities in the samples currently under study are neutral up to 25 K, 
as shown in Fig. ~6 by the straight line portion of the data points. 
Attempts to fit the mobility using Eq. (64) with the pair and ionized impurity terms 
used separately, each in conjunction with all the other scattering terms resulted in poor 
fits. Besides the oor fits is the difficulty of fitting the data with a small set of parameters. 
Also, some of th scattering terms have been derived with approximations which makes it 
difficult to obtai a decent fit. To circumvent this, some authors combine the polar optical 
phonon and aco stic deformation potential terms in Eq. (64) into a single empirical 
. . b 102 expression given y 
µpo11adp = Ar-m (82) 
where A and m are fitting parameters. Now the last two terms in Eq. (64) have been 
reduced to one terin so that three total terms (the other two described in the data analysis 
section) are us. 1 to represent Eq. (64). A fit to the temperature dependence of the 
electron mobility for the lowest resistivity sample is shown in Fig. 28. Although the fit is 
good for a parti lar set of parameters, it was found that other parameters gave good fits 
as well. For ex8jple, the concentration of pairs ranged beween 1015 and 1016 cm·3. The 
concentration o, neutral impurities was typically in the order of 1016 cm·3. The 
· concentration ol ionized impurities ranged from 1013 to 1016 cm·3 with the former 
concentration obi ained only for ionized impurity scattering in Eq. (64) along with the 
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Fit of the mobility using pair, neutral, polar optical phonon and 
acoustic deformation potential scattering for the lowest 
resistivity sample shown in Fig. 26. 
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term) It should b noted that incorporated in the pair term is n = N; - N~. It is interesting 
to note that by· eluding ionized impurity scattering only in Eq; (64), the concentration of 
ionized impuritie which are acting as scattering centers seems to be low. By including 
pair scattering we find that the value of Np for the 4.86 n cm sample is approximately in 
the same order otmagnitude required to correct the discrepancy observed for the slope of 
the DAP emissio . intensity dependence on laser power discussed in the previous chapter. 
Thus, if one onlj takes the results from ionized impurity scattering, it may be concluded 
that ionized im;I, "ties do not from effective scattering sites because of the tendency to 
form pairs. 
Further Discussion 
Results om photoconductivity and thermally stimulated conductivity in SPVT 
ZnSe samples (r to Markey (1993)1°') show that the concentration of deep, mid-gap 
states is high. Tlese are neutral at the temperatures of this study and are probably the 
source of the neutral scattering sites observed in the experiments. 
The activron energies extracted from the free carrier concentration fit reveal that 
they are very sj compared to the hydrogenic effective mass value (Table I) for donor 
states. There ~r a number of possibilities which could explain this. Firstly, it has been 
suggested that t,e impurity level moves toward the conduction band (or more accurately, 
its binding ener~ decreases) due to one or a combination of the following effects: (i) the 
variation of the lielectric constant as a result of polarizable neutral donors, (ii) screening 
between the bound electron on the donor and the donor ionic core due to electrons in the 
conduction band and (iii) the attraction between electrons in the conduction band and the 
positively charg d donor ions. 104 Secondly, conduction. band edge tailing effects is 
believed to caus . a reduction in the donor binding energy, 104 and thirdly,, impurity band 
d . h J kn . all al f h . . IOS-107 Wh h con uct10n as 
1
een own to give sm v ues o t e act1vat1on energy. et er 
each of these fac ors contributes to the reduction in the activation energy from the SPVT 
98 
I 
ZnSe samples tn be briefly discussed below. It should be pointed out that the 
mathematical exgressions that follow will be used only to help determine qualitatively the 
various mechanilms responsible for the decrease in Ed. Detailed derivations of such 
equations can be I found iq. Ref. 101 and the references therein. 
For an aljfangement of neutral donors, its polarization can be produced in such a 
way that the apptied field (i.e., the E-field to drive the electrons in the Hall effect) distorts I . 
the charge distrirutions and consequently generates an induced dipole moment in each 
donor. 108 In silicon, e = 11.9 and for donor concentrations in the order of 1018 cm-3, the 
shift of the donor state with respect to the edge of the conduction band is less than 1 me V 
which is small clmpared to the average energy of 40 me V for most shallow donors. In 
; 
! " 
ZnSe, the smaller value of e = 8.9 and the difficulty in obtaining high impurity 
concentrations Je expected to give an even smaller contribution to the shift. Thus, the 
dependence of e ~n the impurity concentration is weak and can be ignored. 
! 
Screenini between the bound electron in the ground state of the donor level and 
the donor ion is ldue to the presence of electrons in the conduction band. The effect this 
; 
l 
has on the donor: impurity level is to lower the binding energy by shifting the ground state 
' 
energy closer to the band edge. An expression has been obtained to estimate the degree of 
hift I MKS l hi . . b 104 s . n . uruts, t s 1s given y 
I 
L1E .= . e2 (3 _ 2~)., [sin(l I 2~Ae) + 2tan-1(1 I 8~le)]) (83) 
B 4 Jl"&&0 8 e 4 + 1 / l 6f l! 
where ~ (= 1/30
1 
A) is the reciprocal of the effective Bohr radius in ZnSe, and ti..e is the 
electron screenidg length which is (MKS) 
(84) 
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An upper limit ti, r AB8 is obtained by selecting the lowest temperature in the exhaustion 
region with corr sponding n = 1.5 X I015cm·3. These values define the smallest A8 for the 
calculated upper limit ofAEa ~ 7 meV. Subtracting AEa from the donor binding of 29.2 
meV does not a count for the calculated low energies in Table N. Hence, the effect of 
screening can be neglected. 
The attr ctive interaction between the electrons in the conduction band and the 
ionized donors in the presence of compensating acceptors causes the position of the band 
edge to change. It is believed that the random spatial distribution of the ionized impurities 
gives rise to th average shift of the band edge. An expression has been derived to 
account for the variation of the position of the band edge with donor concentration, 
denoted as ABc 104 For ZnSe, this gives ABc=3.9 meV. The parameters used in 
calculating ABc correspond to the circumstances of interest here (i.e., T=IOO K and 
n=l.5xI015 cm·\ Since the band edge shift is small, it does not influence the binding 
energy by much, so it is ignored as well. 
The seco d possibility deals with band edge tailing effects. As stated above, the 
random spatial d stribution of ionized donors and acceptors gives rise to a shift of the band 
edge. The resuli of this also produces spatial fluctuations in the potential because of the 
non periodicity Jr the lattice. The net effect due to the potential fluctuation is to create a 
tail on the d"°1 of states in the conduction band by spreading out the conduction band 
edge. The amourt of spreading in ZnSe is estimated as 4.85 meV. Again, this is not large 
enough to significantly influence the binding energy. Even if all of the above effects 
contributed to+, the expected change in the binding energy would still be too small to 
account for a sitficant shift. 
Thirdly, l~he conduction mechanism of a particular semiconductor moderately 
doped (i.e., srier than 1016 cm") often exhibits two conduction regimes both of which 
are competing _.lrocesses. One regime occurs at high temperatures and is due to 
conduction of e ons in the conduction band that have been thermally activated from 
100 
donors with ab nding energy, Ed (= Ee - E0 , where the first and second terms are the 
energy separatiII s of the conduction band and donor level relative to the valence band, 
respectively) Th other regime takes place at very low temperatures and is a property of 
impurity band c nduction which occurs with a characteristic low activation energy. This 
process is due td the small but finite overlap of the wave· function between adjacent donor 
neighbors where the electron hops (i.e., thermally assisted tunneling) from an occupied to 
an unoccupied nor state without activation into the conduction band. Conductivity in 
mainly occurs in a compensated semiconductor unless the donor wave 
functions stron ly overlap thus allowing the electrons to flow in the absence of 
compensation. j This is because when a portion of donors loose electrons to the 
compensating +tors, the unoccupied donor levels left behind fucilitate the motion of 
the remaining eldctrons to these empty states. 
Impurity band conduction had been realized for some time but it was Fritzsche 105 
who first distin ished three types of conduction mechanisms each with a unique energy 
denoted as 8 1, 8j and 83. 8 1 is the ionization energy of the donor state and is the same as 
that described b}f Ed. 8 1 is present at concentrations with N0 < 1018cm"3 (as demonstrated 
by Jones and WI ods98) and decreases as N0 increases thus causing the lowering of 81 by 
an assortment possible effects as described at the beginning of this section. It is 
generally accept d that 82 is the energy needed to transfer an electron from an occupied to 
another occupi1 donor state with the exchange of an absorbed or an emitted phonon in 
the process to c nserve energy. 82 is important in a region where 2xl016 < N0 < 2xl017 
-3 
cm (Ref. 98) d as seen from Table IV, the results from this study fit this region. 
However, 82 co ductivity is typically seen in crystals with high impurity concentrations 
and low compen tion 84 whereas concentrations in Table IV are moderately high , and the 
compensation is tery high. Furthermore, Jones and Woods98 find an energy to 7 meV for 
82 conductivity iii bulk ZnSe. In general, 8 1 > 82 > 83 which implies (after taking into 
consideration 1 results of Jones and Woods) that the low energies observed in the SPVT 
101 
samples are due o conduction in the &3 band. Figure 29 illustrates a diagram showing the 
density of states of the impurity bands as function of the energies mentioned above 
relative to the cJnduction band edge. &F represents the position of the Fermi energy when 
a material is co I pensated. For a compensated semiconductor, the Fermi level lies in the 
lower band, and conduction proceeds via hopping with an activation energy &3. In other 
words, the elect ion tunnels through neighboring donor levels within the &3 band with the 
cooperation ofpronons. The calculated concentration at which &3 is seen, occurs at N0 < 
1016 -3 cm. 
It was mentioned above that hopping can occur in the absence of compensation as 
long as the donollr wave function overlap is quite strong. Such an overlap will take place 
when N0 reach s a critical concentration, I\:· 106 At this stage, a different type of 
conductivity ori inates and the electrons behave like a degenerate electron gas. This is 
I 
termed as metallic impurity conduction-analogous to the electronic conductivity in 
metals. The trlsition for which the conductivity goes from metallic to non-metallic is 
called the metallnon-metal (MNM) transition. It is generally observed that impurity 
conduction occJs for concentrations on the insulator side of MNM for which the material 
is required to J
1
e compensated. The total concentration of impurities at the MNM 
transition (i.e., n has been estimated as106 
(85) 
For impurities i, ZnSe, I\:~ 6 x 1017 cm·3. The concentrations shown in Table IV are 
below nc. Expelments show that as N0 + NA approaches the MNM transition, &2 and &3 
begin to go to zlo. However, according to a phenomenological expression developed by 












Schematic energy level diagram showing the density of states 
as a function of energy. The energies of the 82 and 83 
impurity bands are shown relative to the conduction band. 8 1 
is the ionization energy of the donor. 
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where E0 is the alue for E as N0 -.+ 0, and a. is a proportionality parameter. Fitting Eq. 
(86) to the data points in Fig. 30 gives E0 = 8.92 meV and a. = 1.769xl0"5 meV cm. 
When E (here n w e3) reaches zero, N0 is approximately 1.25 X 1017 cm·3. This means 
that e3 conducti · ty will be similar. to that of a metal with zero activation energy for 
hopping. It is in eresting to note that e3 does not reach the effective-mass donor binding 
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Fi~e 30. · Plot of e3 versus (N0 / 13 from the values in Table N. The 
concentration ofN0 for which e3 == 0 is l.25xl017 cm·3. 
CHAPTERIV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An exten ive study dealing with PL and Hall effect analysis was achieved for a 
variety of ... gror and Zn-extracted, SPVT ZnSe samples in a temperature range from 
4.2 K to room terperature. Although not explicitly stated in the thesis, this work can be 
classified in thre!parts: Crystal quality comparison from spectra, optical and electrical 
characterization f shallow-level defects. 
Comparis n between PL spectra show a progression in crystal quality from melt-
grown to as-grbwn SPVT to Zn-Extracted SPVT material (refer to Figs. 6-8). 
Characteristic of ~he melt-grown sample is the strong OAP emission with a zero-phonon 
line at 2.6813 e1. which is associated with a Na,. acceptor and a donor, believed to be 
AlZn, as suggest! by Merz et al. 6 from luminescence work. Weak exciton emission is 
also observed.alof g with the deep level Cu1 and C11r emissions, and as noted before, these 
features together with the intense OAP emission line makes the crystals semi-insulating, 
and is indicativ~ of highly compensated material. With improvements on crystal 
preparation, EP an fine-tune the quality of bulk material by the SPVT technique. This 
shows in the PJ spectrum which is comprised of strong exciton emission with 11 ( at 
2.7827 eV) do · ating the entire spectrum and with weak Cu1 and C11i, emissions along 
with SA emission also present. It is not certain whether r: is an ABE due to Cu or V Zn, 
although Isshiki e al. 29 suggest that 11 is due to V Zn· To date efforts to dope the crystal 
during growth i order to promote n-type conductivity have proved unsuccessful. 
However, post-g owth Zn-extraction techniques have produced samples of low resistivity 
(as low as 3.82 cm) without compromising crystal quality. These samples display 
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strong exciton e · ssion ( with 11 and associated deep Cu or V hi levels absent) with Ix 
dominant at 2.7950 eV, and with weak OAP luminescence which are properties of a 
sample with a ow concentration of defects. PL evidence from this latter class of 
specimens makes the idea of a ZnSe substrate more appealing. 
Several PL techniques were employed to study the thermal, excitation power and 
stress behavior o} the exciton and edge emission regions. Quenching of all bound· exciton 
lines first seems Jo result in the thermally-assisted generation of FEs as a consequence of 
the liberation of ks from associated defects followed by the dissociation of FEs which 
gave a binding eJergy of 20.2 meV, with the band gap subsequently calculated as 2.8225 
eV at 12 K. Wi1 increasing temperature FE, I,, I. and Iv all merge to furm a single peak 
with a FWHM erbiting a linear temperature . dependence from 150 to 225 K. With 
further tempera e increase, the linear temperature dependence of FWHM changed from 
225 K to room t mperature and acquired a steeper slope as a result of perhaps the h-0° 
transition coming in. Similar results have only shown one value for the slope of FWHM as 
demonstrated by Shirakawa and Kukimoto 47, and by Zheng and Allen. 56 The room 
temper~ture emislion appears to originate from an h-0° transition with a relatively deep 
donor at 38 meV Quenching studies by Taguchi and Yao57 reveal a donor state at 36 
meV-possibly due to a V Se (maybe in its singly charged state) or a V8e-related complex 
defect as su~ by them. The variation of the h-D0 peak energy with temperature 
~oes not .closely tllo~ ~he band gap which may be due to the nature of the deep donor 
mvolved m such a\trans1tion. 
Quenchinj of the edge emission showed that the donor state at 18.5 meV involved 
in OAP gave an 1omalous low activation energy of 6 meV at low temperatures and is 
thought to be du!, to the thermal release of electrons in the conduction band with a 
temperature depeident capture cross of the donor. 27'53 As the OAP emission quenched, 
the e-A0 transitio is seen to increase and then decreases with an activation energy of 
EA= 114 me V corr spending to the thermal release of holes from the Li acceptor state ( at 
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E .J to the valen e band. The existence of such a state is verified with use of Eaglel 1 
formula which yillds a value of approximately 114 me V after fitting the peak position of 
Studies the excitation power depen~ence on the exciton and edge emission 
intensities illustra e that all slopes for the former case are linear with laser power and are 
slightly greater t 1, whereas for the latter case, the OAP emission is linear and the e-A0 
line curved with t · s latter emission apparently showing two power regimes. The fact that 
the PL data (see ig. 11) show that the intensities of the exciton and edge emissions are 
comparable with ach other at the lowest laser power may indicate that all emissions occur 
in the high powJ[r regime. The rate equations predict that the edge emission intensity 
should be greate lthan the exciton emission intensity for the emissions to fall in the low 
power category. The higher value of the two slopes of e-A0 could mean that the low 
power regime is lose to the low power limit (i.e. 2.88 µW) attained in the excitation 
power study. All values of the slopes for the luminescence peaks of interest to this work 
agreed with the r te equation model except for the OAP emission line as noted in Table II. 
The disagreement is shown to be· due to the disregard of the excitation power dependence 
on the transition rate, i, but then after considering this term the low value of the slope was 
corrected and gale 0. 72 compared to 0. 74 obtained experimentally. At the lowest 
excitation power, the presence of a peak at 2.7049 eV in the PL spectrum was clearly 
seen. This was aJ,signed to the first excited state of the shallow donor at 18.5 meV taking 
part in the OAPl mission (labeled OAPln=2) since the peak energy is 13.88 meV (= 18.5 
meV - 18.5 me n2, for n = 2) higher than ground-state emission energy of OAPl at 
2.6908 eV. It been suggested that the 2.7049 eV-peak is due to the R-series OAP 
luminescence inv lving Lii (Ed = 17 me V) as the shallow donor and Li2n as the shallow 
acceptor. no Ho ever, the results from this study along with results reported elsewhere 
indicate that the 2 7049 eV line does not seem to involve a Lii from the so-called R-series 
OAP transition. 52 It has also been suggested that the Ix line is the 13 line which is an 
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latter line seen in unstrained bulk material. 6'7'45 Furthermore, the emission line at 2. 770 I 
e V is typically a ributed to FE-ILO because it is approximately 31.1 me V below the FE 
emission peak. alysis of the thermal quenching and the excitation power-dependent 
data reveal that I is due to a neutral DBE, and that Iv is not FE-ILO but is exciton-
related-perhaps l~ealing with a Se-related defect. 57 · 
Uniaxial rs analysis of the exciton emission lines was performed on several Zn-
extracted samples. The PL spectrum of a stressed Zn-extracted sample showed a 
collection of pe s with one or more of the various emission energies observed in a 
number of report on ZnSe/GaAs heteroepitaxial materials. It is interesting to note that 
. LP hh 1h hh 
any two of the t ee Imes: FE , FE and FE observed here have been reported as FE 
and FElh, as FEUP and FELP,and as FELP and FE for samples possibly illuminated in various 
ways. Our res1lts imply that the emission lines in strained material are strongly 
polarization-deperdent and can be easily overlooked when exciting with unpolarized light. 
Stress dependenc1 on Ix suggested that this line is due to an exciton bound to a deep 
neutral donor lelel-possibly the same donor level responsible for the h-D0 transition. 
The assignment if I';' and I, in Fig. 13 is in accordance with the stress results from this 
study and the published literature and are not the I~ and I~ components of 12• The 
calculated linear ydrostatic and shear deformation potential constants for the band gap in 
SPVT material re ulted in values of -1.8 eV and -0.37 eV, respectively. These values are 
smaller than those found in the literature (see Table ill), and may indicate that the 
conduction band does not shift as fast as that observed in other samples reported 
elsewhere. 82 eor the hydrostatic defunnation potential constant obtained from the 
fit of the FE" r to pressure coefficient (i.e., 7.7 meV/kbar) showed very good 
agreement with ~e value for the band gap of7.3 meV/kbar as measured by Shan et al.18 in 
SPVT ZnSe. P measurements in some samples show a residual built-in strain in 
agreement with r cent crystal growth results from Eagle-Picher laboratories on strain due 
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to long range de ects. In fact, they believe that the crystallinity of the SPVT materials is 
actually impro · g due to the presence of fewer defects to relieve the strain. 
Analysis fr the free carrier concentration as a function of temperature for three Zn-
dipped SPVT Z Se specimens with p = 4.86, 6.6 and 6.9 n cm clearly displayed some 
interesting featur s. Impurity concentrations ranged from 2.25 to 8.85 X 1016 cm·3 for N0 
and 2.06 to 8.71 X 1016 cm·3 for NA with compensation ratios from 92 to 98.4% which 
indicate that the amples are highly compensated. Free carrier concentrations were in the 
order of 1015 c ·3 and gradually decreased as the resistivity and the compensation ratio 
increased, and t I e calculated free carrier concentration agreed well with the measured 
values. Of parti ular interest are the unusually small values of the binding energies which 
decreased as the impurity concentration increased. Several mechanisms for reducing the 
activation energy (&1) have been proposed:104 (i) Polarization effects due to neutral 
donors, (ii) screlning between the bound electron and the donor level due to conduction . 
electrons, (ill) ~ostatic attraction between conduction electrons and ionized donors 
and (iv) conduction band tailing effects of which none had an appreciable contribution to 
&1. However, iJpurity band conduction in the &3-band · with the electron moving from an 
empty to a filleJ donor state via thermally-assisted tunneling and with a characteristic 
activation enerJ, &3, accounted for the data satisfactorily. The Hall mobility data was 
described in teJs of scattering by impurity pairs, ionized · and neutral impurities; and by 
p.olar optical ptons and acoustic phonons due to the deformation potential. The 
concentration ofiionized impurities was found to vary between 1013 and 1016 cm·3, and the 
concentration of pairs was in the range between 1015 and 1016 cm·3. The concentration of 
neutral impurities was near 1016 cm·3 and high mobilities slightly above 104 cm2Ns were 
obtained at 20 KJ This latter value is among the highest ever reported in the literature. 
The maj r thrust of this project is to eventually develop a ZnSe substrate for the 
deposition of e "taxial layers. Presently, the center of attention has been directed on 
producing n-type wafers because these can be grown more readily than p-type, and n-type 
110 
conductivity can be promoted with less difficulty than p-type conductivity. Despite the 
difficulty in producing p-type bulk material, p-type epitaxial layers can now be grown 
I . 
I 
relatively easy with high hole concentrations by means of MBE, for example, and radical 
I 
doping techniqutjs.21 Once a reliable wafer is produced for homoepitaxy, a blue emitter 
based on a p-n ju~ction will be developed consisting of epitaxial p- and n-type layers on an 
n-type substrate. [ This would be a milestone for an emitter operating at low temperatures 
: 
but · the biggest Jhallenge would be to achieve efficient operation at room temperature. 
I 
The availability bf a practical device emitting in the blue is currently lacking but the 
extensive use off GaAs wafers puts them in the lead over Zn Se for potentially attaining a 
useful device. I 
Before a.it SPVT ( or any other ZnSe substrate for that matter) ZnSe homostructure 
material can be fi!illy developed and integrated into a practical device, some problems must 
I 
be overcome to achieve such a goal. At present, extensive doping studies have not been 
performed to its lfullest potential in order to get successful impurity incorporation (mainly 
donor incorporahon), and subsequently, high impurity and free carrier concentratio~s 
I 
despite the relatirely high, unintentional impurity concentration observed from Hall effect 
studies. A clef knowledge on the chemical identity of defects is lacking for SPVT 
material-as is tne case in the open literature for other ZnSe crystals-which is imperative 
so that one can! understand and control the effects of doping on optical and electrical 
properties. Ex~eriments which can be done to help attain such knowledge are: ( 1) 
excitation powet dependence of the h-D0 transition at room temperature to determine 
I 
whether the slore is less than or greater than 1, (2) selective excitation and excitation 
spectroscopy o:filPL to monitor resonance states, (3) time-resolved spectroscopy to 
separate process s with different time evolution in the exciton and edge emission regions, 
and to measure ifetimes of transitions, (4) low temperature DLTS to see if the relatively 
deep donor leve at Ee - 38 meV really exists, and of course, (5) doping studies. After this, 
the next task is to make a p-njunction on the wafer for immediate testing of blue light. 
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